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Babaylan Sing Back depicts the embodied voices of Native Phil-
ippine ritual specialists popularly known as babaylan. These 
ritual specialists are widely believed to have perished during 
colonial times, or to survive on the margins in the present-day. 
They are either persecuted as witches and purveyors of supersti-
tion, or valorized as symbols of gender equality and anticolonial 
resistance.

Drawing on fieldwork in the Philippines and in the Philip-
pine diaspora, Grace Nono’s deep engagement with the song 
and speech of a number of living ritual specialists demonstrates 
Native historical agency in the 500th year anniversary of the 
contact between the people of the Philippine Islands and the 
European colonizers. 

Grace Nono is an ethnomusicologist and interdisciplinary 
scholar. She is also a singer of Philippine oral chants, and the 
founder of the Tao Foundation for Culture and Arts, a Philippine 
non-profit organization dedicated to cultural revitalization.

"Rarely have I encountered a more informed, 
honest, and hopeful book that examines 
colonialism, how to respond to its ravaging 
effects, and why that is important. Babaylan 
Sing Back is a careful and nuanced look at 
shamans and shamanism as it is practiced 
in the Philippines and in Philippine diasporic 
communities today. Nono invites us to listen 
carefully to the babaylan, and to sing back 
with the hope of truly meaningful change."—
Ellen Koskoff, University of Rochester

"Grace Nono offers a valuable account of 
Native agency and epistemology. Nono 
shows how Native ritual specialists are 
varied in form, complex in their politics 
and mobile in their locations. Nono's book 
is bound to enrich our understanding of 
comparative Native and Southeast Asian 
Studies."—Vicente L. Rafael, University of 
Washington, author of Motherless Tongues 
and The Sovereign Trickster

"This is a beautifully written and profoundly 
decolonial book that should be essential 
reading across the fields of Indigenous 
studies and the anthropology of religion. 
Grace Nono upends assumptions that have 
too often turned Native ritual specialists in 
the Philippines into symbols or consigned 
them to a distant past. ."—Tisa Wenger, Yale 
Divinity School author of We Have a Religion 
and Religious Freedom

Babaylan Sing Back
Philippine Shamans and Voice, Gender, and 
Place

Grace Nono

 

$23.95 paperback | $15.99 ebook
252 pages, 6 x 9, 10 b&w halftones, 4 maps
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Unsettled Frontiers
Market Formation in the Cambodia-Vietnam 
Borderlands

Sango Mahanty

$28.95 paperback | $18.99 ebook
198 pages, 6 x 9, 9 b&w halftones, 4 maps, 4 charts

Unsettled Frontiers provides a fresh view of how resource fron-
tiers evolve over time. Since the French colonial era, the Cam-
bodia-Vietnam borderlands have witnessed successive waves of 
market integration, migration and disruption. This region has 
been reinvented and depleted as new commodities are exploited 
and transplanted: from vast French rubber plantations to the 
enforced collectivization of the Khmer Rouge; from intensive 
timber extraction to contemporary crop booms. The volatility 
that follows these changes has often proved challenging to 
govern.

Mahanty explores the role of migration, land claiming, and 
expansive social and material networks in these transitions, 
which result in an unsettled frontier, always in flux, where 
communities continually strive for security within ruptured 
landscapes. 

Sango Mahanty is Professor in the Resources, Environment 
and Development Program at the Australian National Univer-
sity's Crawford School of Public Policy. She is coauthor and co-
editor of several books including Conservation and Development 
in Cambodia. Follow her on Twitter @sangomahanty.
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Religious Pluralism in Indonesia
Threats and Opportunities for Democracy

edited by Chiara Formichi

In 1945, Sukarno declared that the new Indonesian republic 
would be grounded on monotheism, while also insisting that the 
new nation would protect diverse religious practice. The essays 
in Religious Pluralism in Indonesia explore how the state, civil 
society groups, and individual Indonesians have experienced 
the attempted integration of minority and majority religious 
practices and faiths across the archipelagic state over the more 
than half century since Pancasila.

The chapters in Religious Pluralism in Indonesia offer anal-
yses of contemporary phenomena and events; the changing 
legal and social status of certain minority groups; inter-faith 
relations; and the role of Islam in Indonesia's foreign policy. 
Amidst infringements of human rights, officially recognized 
minorities—Protestants, Catholics, Hindus, Buddhists and Con-
fucians—have had occasional success advocating for their rights 
through the Pancasila framework. Others, from Ahmadi and 
Shi'i groups to atheists and followers of new religious groups, 
have been left without safeguards, demonstrating the weakness 
of Indonesia's institutionalized "pluralism."

Chiara Formichi is Associate Professor in Asian Studies at 
Cornell University. She is author of Islam and Asia. Follow her 
on Twitter @chiaraformichi.

Contributors: Lorraine Aragon, Christopher Duncan, Robert Hefner, Kikue Hamayotsu, 
Sidney Jones, Mona Lohanda, Michele Picard, Evi Sutrisno, Silvia Vignato

CORNELL MODERN INDONESIA PROJEC T

$34.95 paperback | $22.99 ebook
282 pages, 6 x 9,  3 b&w halftones, 1 map, 1 chart
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$19.95 paperback | free ebook
300 pages, 6 x 9, 9 b&w halftones, 1 map

Performing Power illuminates how colonial dominance in Indo-
nesia was legitimized, maintained, negotiated, and contested 
through the everyday staging and public performance of power 
between the colonizer and colonized. 

Van der Meer’s Performing Power explores what seemingly 
ordinary interactions reveal about the construction of nation-
al, racial, social, religious, and gender identities as well as the 
experience of modernity in colonial Indonesia. Through acts 
of everyday resistance, such as speaking a different language, 
withholding deference, and changing one’s appearance and 
consumer behavior, a new generation of Indonesians contested 
the hegemonic colonial appropriation of local culture, and the 
racial and gender inequalities that it sustained. Over time these 
relationships of domination and subordination became inverted, 
and by the 20th century the Javanese used the tropes of Dutch 
colonial behavior to subvert the administrative hierarchy of the 
state.

Arnout van der Meer is an Assistant Professor of History 
at Colby College.

Thanks to generous funding from the Sustainable History 
Monograph Pilot and the Mellon Foundation the ebook edi-
tions of this book are available as Open Access (OA) volumes 
from Cornell Open (cornellopen.org) and other Open Access 
repositories.

“Performing Power  explores the changing 
dynamics within the cultural spaces where 
Europeans and representatives of a mod-
ernizing Javanese community interacted. It 
gives new life and meaning to the condition 
of colonial modernity and its relation to 
Indonesian modernity and nationalism.”— 
Joost Coté, Monash University, co-author 
of The Life and Work of Thomas Karsten

“This book demonstrates that power and 
resistance in colonial Indonesia during the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
was exercised in everyday interactions and 
expressed concretely in the material world. 
An important work that will be valuable for 
scholars of Indonesia and of imperialism and 
colonialism much more generally.”— Heath-
er Streets-Salter, Northeastern University, 
author of World War One in Southeast Asia

Performing Power
Cultural Hegemony, Identity, and Resistance 
in Colonial Indonesia

Arnout van der Meer

OPEN ACCESS
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Performing Power: face masks, everyday 
resistance, and social change

Arnout van der Meer

If there is one object that encapsulates the anxieties 
of the year 2020, it is the face mask. Virtually absent 
from our lives prior to March 2020, its subsequent rise 

to ubiquity makes it hard to imagine public life without it 
today. Instead of being widely embraced as an effective 
health measure in the fight against a global pandemic, 
the face mask turned into a controversial object, expos-
ing deep social anxieties and divisions. 

A recent New York Times editorial observed that fu-
ture “historians will puzzle over the idea that mask-wear-
ing in service of protecting all citizens was considered 
by many to be a mark of oppression.” To historians and 
social scientists, however, this is less puzzling when we 
consider the issue of mask-wearing as a form of every-
day resistance and a means to contest or strengthen 
hegemonic status, power, and privilege.

People who choose not to wear a mask do so for a 
variety of reasons, such as political orientation, science 
denialism, their concerns over masculinity, and to pro-
tect individual liberty against government mandates. 
In contrast, mask wearers might seek to signal support 
for expert opinion and that individual liberty does not 
mean freedom to infect others, especially when the dis-
ease disproportionally affects racial and ethnic minori-
ty groups. Clearly, although unfortunately, the debate 
about face masks is not just a public health issue, but 
about cultural beliefs, social values, identity, status, and 
power.

It is precisely the everydayness of mask wearing that 
makes it so fascinating. Our non-stop news cycle as well 
as academic studies privilege more direct and obvious 
forms of political and social resistance as protests, re-
volts, wars, and of course elections. But face masks di-
rect our attention to the lived experience of people and 
their interactions in daily life. The personal decision to 
wear, or not to wear, a mask is a form of social com-
munication. While the exact implications of the current 
contentiousness of mask wearing are indeed something 
for future historians to puzzle over, the study of the past 
suggests how it might signal broad social change.

For instance, in my new book Performing Power, I 
explore how the Dutch colonizer communicated co-
lonial hegemony through language, manners, clothing, 
material status symbols, and even physical gestures and 
posture. Through this scripted performance of power, 
authorities sought to affirm, uphold, and strengthen 

colonial hierarchies of race, class, and gender. However, 
the colonized were not mere extras in this colonial play. 
Through acts of everyday resistance, such as speaking a 
different language, withholding deference, and chang-
ing one’s appearance and consumer behavior, a new 
generation of Indonesians successfully contested the 
hegemonic colonial performance, and the racial and 
gender inequalities that it sustained.

Crucially, my book suggests that instead of focusing 
on political events as hinges of historical change, every-
day discursive acts—exchanging a sarong for trousers, 
speaking Dutch or Malay rather than Javanese, de-
manding a chair instead of sitting on the ground—reveal 
a more pervasive moment of social transformation in 
the year 1913. In the case of Indonesia, this means that 
the so-called national awakening, the development of a 
national consciousness during the final decades of co-
lonialism, was not just a movement that a small political 
elite incited from the top-down but also one that grew 
out of a large social transformation from below. Thus, it 
was through everyday encounters that new national, ra-
cial, social, religions and gender identities were actively 
constructed.

The performance of power, however, is not just a 
colonial phenomenon. A person’s conscious decision 
about mask wearing, compliance with social distancing, 
and efforts to be politically (in)correct are all part of the 
performance of power in our time. As my work on co-
lonial Indonesia suggests, these everyday forms of resis-
tance challenge us to look beyond our current political 
moment defined by presidential populism and look for 
deeper and broader social changes, anxieties, and rifts 
from which they sprang. Only then will future historians 
be able to fully solve the puzzling refusal to wear a mask 
during a global pandemic.
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Our ebooks are available from wherever you 
like to get your ebooks, including direct from 

our website 

Look out for great ebook pricing, too. 

So, read on!
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Woman Between Two Kingdoms explores the story of Dara 
Rasami, one of 153 wives of King Chulalongkorn of Siam during 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Born in a king-
dom near Siam called Lan Na, Dara served as both hostage and 
diplomat for her family and nation.

Thought of as a “harem” by the West, Siam’s Inner Palace 
actually formed a nexus between the domestic and the political. 
Dara’s role as an ethnic “other” among the royal concubines 
assisted the Siamese in both consolidating the kingdom’s ter-
ritory and building a local version of Europe’s hierarchy of civ-
ilizations. Dara Rasami’s story provides a fresh perspective on 
both the socio-political roles played by Siamese palace women, 
and how Siam responded to the intense imperialist pressures it 
faced in the late nineteenth century.

Leslie Castro-Woodhouse earned an MA in Asian Studies 
and PhD in History from UC Berkeley. She has spoken at many 
international seminars and conferences, taught courses at Berke-
ley and the University of San Francisco, and has been published 
in several scholarly journals and edited volumes. She served as 
managing editor of the journal Asia Pacific Perspectives from 
2015–2018, and continues to work as an independent scholar 
and editor in the San Francisco Bay area.

Thanks to generous funding from the Sustainable History 
Monograph Pilot and the Mellon Foundation the ebook edi-
tions of this book are available as Open Access (OA) volumes 
from Cornell Open (cornellopen.org) and other Open Access 
repositories.

“Woman between Two Kingdoms explores 
the inner workings of an inner palace that in 
much scholarship has been exoticized and 
Orientalized. By focusing on Dara Rasami 
Castro-Woodhouse paints a three-dimen-
sional picture, full of complexity, nuance, 
and contradiction, of a particular political 
subject who both shaped and was shaped 
by the political culture around her.”— Taylor 
Easum, Indiana State University

Woman between Two Kingdoms
Dara Rasami and the Making of Modern Thailand

Leslie Castro-Woodhouse

$19.95 paperback | free ebook
198 pages, 6 x 9, 8 b&w halftones, 1 b&w line drawing

Bestseller OPEN ACCESS
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Catching Up with Tom G. Hoogervorst
What’s your favorite anecdote from your 
research for this book?

On my first day in Surabaya I was having 
lunch in the historical neighborhood of 
Ampel. I was eating Yemeni food in a 
popular restaurant and two university 
students were sitting across the table. We 
started chatting and it turned out that 
their teacher was someone I had been 
trying to reach but didn’t have a phone 
number of. After we were connected, I 
visited her university, which, as it turns 
out, had many relevant publications for 
my research. I would not have known 
any of this if not for that chance meeting 
in a restaurant.

What do you wish you had known when 
you started writing your book, that you 
know now?

It would have saved me quite some time 
to know that many Dutch summaries 
of the topics discussed in late-colonial 
Indonesian newspapers have recently 
been digitized. What I would have done 
differently, then, would be to download 
all these summaries, compile a list of 
specific topics, and take that list to the 
National Library in Indonesia, where the 
original newspapers are stored. I think 
this is the best way right now to locate 
information on historical topics that 
Indonesian journalists wrote about. It’s 
a good thing these summaries are online 

these days rather than in some inaccessi-
ble Dutch archive.

How do you wish you could change the 
field?

 I hope the field will realize more deeply 
the importance of translation and espe-
cially translators as struggling human 
beings. Outside the West, they are often 
underappreciated and underpaid. This 
often leads to exploitative practices 
in which better funded international 
organizations translate, say, modern In-
donesian literature in ways that do not 
always respect the original creation. The 
way ahead is more collaboration between 
authors and translators from different 
parts of the word—and a better alloca-
tion of resources to achieve this—so that 
international audiences can increasing-
ly enjoy the work of upcoming authors 
from other continents.

“It's a good 
thing these 
summaries are 
online these 
days rather 
than in some 
inaccessible 
Dutch ar-
chive.”
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$31.95 paperback | $15.99 ebook
264 pages, 6 x 9, 14 b&w halftones, 1 map

By exploring a rich array of Malay texts from novels and news-
papers to poems and plays, Tom Hoogervorst’s Language Un-
governed examines how the Malay of the Chinese-Indonesian 
community defied linguistic and political governance under 
Dutch colonial rule, offering a fresh perspective on the subver-
sive role of language in colonial power relations.

As a liminal colonial population, the ethnic Chinese in In-
donesia resorted to the press for their education, legal and med-
ical advice, conflict resolution, and entertainment. Hoogervorst 
deftly depicts how the linguistic choices made by these print 
entrepreneurs brought Chinese-inflected Malay to the fore as 
the language of popular culture and everyday life, subverting 
the official Malay of the Dutch authorities. Through his read-
ings of Sino-Malay print culture published between the 1910s 
and 1940s, Hoogervorst highlights the inherent value of this 
vernacular Malay as a language of the people. 

Tom G. Hoogervorst is a historical linguist at the Royal 
Netherlands Institute of Southeast Asian and Caribbean Studies, 
and author of Southeast Asia in the Ancient Indian Ocean World.

“Language Ungoverned is a terrific break-
through study based on meticulous research 
that brings new light to the colonial world 
of Indonesia’s peranakan Chinese and 
their vibrant Sino-Malay press. Very fine 
scholarship—a lucid, polished, and original 
book.”—James Rush, Arizona State Univer-
sity, author of Hamka’s Great Story

“Drawing on a rich collection of texts that 
have not been systematically explored be-
fore, Language Ungoverned is a pioneering 
study of Sino-Malay, a language hitherto 
glossed as a “lower” or “impure” variety of 
Malay. This will be a milestone work in its 
field.”—Rachel Leow, Cambridge University, 
author of Taming Babel

Language Ungoverned
Indonesia’s Chinese Print Entrepreneurs, 
1911–1949

Tom G. Hoogervorst
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Uneasy Military Encounters
The Imperial Politics of Counterinsurgency in 
Southern Thailand

Ruth Streicher

$25.95 hardcover | $16.99 ebook
186 pages, 6 x 9, 9 b&w halftones

Uneasy Military Encounters presents a historically and theoret-
ically grounded political ethnography of the Thai military's 
counterinsurgency practices in the southern borderland, home 
to the greater part of the Malay-Muslim minority. Ruth Streich-
er argues that counterinsurgency practices mark the southern 
population as the racialized, religious, and gendered other of the 
Thai, which contributes to producing Thailand as an imperial 
formation: a state formation based on essentialized difference 
between the Thai and their others. 

Through a genealogical approach, Uneasy Military Encounters 
addresses broad conceptual questions of imperial politics in a 
non-Western context: How can we understand imperial policing 
in a country that was never colonized? How is "Islam" construct-
ed in a state that is officially secular and promotes Buddhist tol-
erance? What are the (historical) dynamics of imperial patriarchy 
in a context internationally known for its gender pluralism? The 
resulting ethnography excavates the imperial politics of concrete 
encounters between the military and the southern population 
in the ongoing conflict in southern Thailand.

Ruth Streicher is a postdoctoral researcher at the University 
of Heidelberg.

"Uneasy Military Encounters  is a strong, 
innovative, and valuable book. It offers 
many important contributions to the study 
of Thailand's southern insurgency.  Stre-
icher's arguments are persuasive and well 
supported. She deftly conveys the com-
plex—and often tragic—consequences of 
this conflict."— Richard A. Ruth, US Naval 
Academy, author of In Buddha's Company

"Ruth Streicher has provided an incredibly 
rich ethnography, weaving together gender, 
race, and military activities to expose dif-
ferent layers of Thai/Siamese imperialism. 
Uneasy Military Encounters is an impressive 
book that possessess exceptional merit."— 
Michael Jerryson, Youngstown State, author 
of Buddhist Fury

"In her sophisticated and refreshing book 
Ruth Streicher shows how and why impe-
rial Thailand governs the Deep South with 
methods that perpetuate the conflict they 
are intended to resolve. Counterinsurgency, 
an unconventional form of war, mobilizes 
Islam in positive terms in order to police the 
population."— Craig J. Reynolds, Australian 
National University

Bestseller
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Catching Up with Ruth Streicher
What’s your favorite anecdote from your 
research for this book?

For my PhD, I had actually planned to 
work on the resistance movement in 
southern Thailand. Once there, however, 
I realized that accessing the movement 
was very difficult, particularly because I 
speak Thai but not the local Malay dia-
lect. At the same time, I came into con-
tact with Thai military personnel who 
were very interested in my research, and 
eager to present their counterinsurgency 
efforts to me. Many people ask me how 
I was able to access the Thai military for 
this book, but it was actually their open-
ness that made me change the subject 
of my research.

What do you wish you had known when 
you started writing your book, that you 
know now?

Many editors warn PhD graduates from 
attempting to transform their thesis 
into a book, but for me, the process of 
rewriting constituted a big chance. When 
writing the PhD, I was very concentrated 
on my empirical material, but the con-
ceptual key to structuring my material 
as part of a larger argument only came 
years later when I engaged with postco-
lonial approaches, and decided to concep-
tualize southern Thai counterinsurgency 
as an integral part of the Thai imperial 

formation. This conceptual argument 
has also allowed me to better integrate 
historical material and theoretical dis-
cussions into the different thematic 
chapters of the book. 

How do you wish you could change the 
field?

During my undergraduate studies, I was 
taught that the core of Political Science 
is the study of power, but I soon learned 
that many political scientists refuse to 
ref lect on power relationships in knowl-
edge production and the methodologies 
they use. I wish that more political sci-
entists had the courage to question their 
own epistemological assumptions and 
their entanglement with existing power 
relationships. I wish that political scien-
tists would approach insights from Area 
Studies not as data to be tapped, but as 
critical theoretical knowledge necessary 
to advance the field of Political Science. 
I wish that Political Science was not as 
white, masculine, and structured by the 
coloniality of power, but at the forefront 
of critical feminist and decolonial move-
ments of thought.

“I wish that 
more political 
scientists had 
the courage to 
question their 
own epis-
temological as-
sumptions and 
their entan-
glement with 
existing power 
relationships.”
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ambivalent rePresentations of the arab 
world in indonesia

Mirjam Lucking

In November 2020, one of Indonesia’s most well-
known Islamist public figures, Muhammad Rizieq Shi-
hab, returned from exile in Saudi Arabia to his home 

country, Indonesia.
As founder and leader of the Islamist group Islamic 

Defenders Front (FPI, Front Pembela Islam) Rizieq Shi-
hab has been accused of threatening Indonesia’s consti-
tutional commitment to interreligious pluralism and for 
inciting violence. Following criminal charges for spread-
ing pornographic images, Rizieq Shihab fled to Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia in 2017.

His alleged alliances with Islamist groups in Afghan-
istan, Iraq, and Syria, his ideology, and appearance lead 
to claims saying that “Arab influence” shaped Rizieq Shi-
hab. Moreover, the fact that he is of Hadhrami-Arab de-
scent nourishes the perception of radical Arab-Islamic 
influence in Indonesia.

However, being Hadhrami or of any other ethnicity 
does not allow conclusions about a persons’ ideological 
orientation. Seminal studies on the Hadhrami in South-
east Asia reveal the complexities of the ethnic minori-
ties’ engagement with “Arabness.” Furthermore, Rizieq 
Shihab might mobilize the masses, but many of his fol-
lowers appear to be first and foremost attracted by the 
eventful character of his protests.

Among ordinary Indonesians, increasingly prevalent 
Islamic religiosity in private and public life has been 
associated with outward influence and is sometimes la-
beled as “Arabization.” Even though several studies have 
shown that a turn towards more conservatism in Indone-
sia is related to domestic social and political changes, the 
popular perception of Arab influence remains. Global-
ized Islamophobia manifests as “Arab-phobia” among 
some Indonesians and international observers. Yet, at 
the same time, Arab culture and heritage, do have his-
torical and contemporary significance in Islam beyond 
a specific ideology, in particular Arabic language as the 
sacred language of the Qur’an.

In my new book Indonesians and Their Arab World, I 
show that the experiences of Indonesians who physically 
travel to Arab countries complicate these ambivalent 
representations of the Arab World even more.

The most important reason for Indonesians’ overseas 
travels is the pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina, to the 

holy land of Islam, gaining spiritual fulfillment and—
given the high expenses of the hajj—also an economic 
achievement. A sharp contrast to this is the mobility 
of women from Indonesia’s rural areas who migrate to 
the Gulf in search of higher incomes, working mainly as 
domestic workers in private homes. Reports about the 
abuse and exploitation of migrant women create a rath-
er gloomy image of the Arab World.

On the airplanes from Indonesia to the Middle East, 
labor migrants and Mecca pilgrims sit next to each oth-
er, although in many regions in Indonesia their worlds 
barely overlap in terms of social class and economic 
status.

When returning home, labor migrants and Mecca 
pilgrims seek to make sense of their experiences. Inter-
estingly, their representations of the Arab World often 
relate much more to moral values in their home con-
text rather than to actual experiences abroad. Personal 
relationships, public discourse, and matters of religious 
self-understanding guide migrants and pilgrims in be-
coming physically mobile and making their mobility 
meaningful.

The return connects migrants’ and pilgrims’ repre-
sentations of the Arab World to their home context. 
This includes references to more famous returns from 
Arabia, such as the one of Rizieq Shihab who stands for 
an image of the Arab World that works within Indone-
sia’s internal public debates. Migrants and pilgrims refer 
to such representations, affirming or neglecting them, to 
express their position within Indonesia’s religious land-
scape. Yet, these expressions and representations are 
not proof of “Arab influence” in Indonesia. They are rath-
er symbolic markers of social divisions within Indonesia.

Meanwhile, Rizieq Shihab remains in police custody. 
This time, because of violating COVID-19 health pro-
tocols while holding mass gatherings in Jakarta and his 
organization, FPI, has been banned.
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Indonesians and Their Arab World
Guided Mobility among Labor Migrants and 
Mecca Pilgrims

Mirjam Lücking

$28.95 paperback | $13.99 ebook 
276 pages, 6 x 9, 12 b&w halftones, 2 maps

"Mirjam Lücking has written an excellent 
and useful book. Comparing two groups of 
Indonesians that travel to the Middle East, 
Indonesians and Their Arab World proposes a 
new framework for studying mobility."—Mi-
chael Buehler, SOAS University of London, 
author of The Politics of Shari'a Law

"Indonesians and Their Arab World is an 
excellent, interesting, and important book, 
challenging the conventional views on 

'Arabization/ arabness' in Indonesia and in 
Southeast Asia in general."—Hew Wai Weng, 
Institute of Malaysian and International 
Studies, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, 
author of Chinese Ways of Being Muslim

Indonesians and Their Arab World explores the way contemporary 
Indonesians understand their relationship to the Arab world. De-
spite being home to the largest Muslim population in the world, 
Indonesia exists on the periphery of an Islamic world centered 
around the Arabian Peninsula. Mirjam Lücking approaches the 
problem of interpreting the current conservative turn in Indone-
sian Islam by considering the way personal relationships, public 
discourse, and matters of religious self-understanding guide 
two groups of Indonesians who actually travel to the Arabian 
Peninsula—labor migrants and Mecca pilgrims—in becom-
ing physically mobile and making their mobility meaningful. 
This concept, which Lücking calls "guided mobility," reveals 
that changes in Indonesian Islamic traditions are grounded 
in domestic social constellations and calls claims of outward 
Arab influence in Indonesia into question. With three levels of 
comparison (urban and rural areas, Madura and Central Java, 
and migrants and pilgrims), this ethnographic case study fore-
grounds how different regional and socio-economic contexts 
determine Indonesians' various engagements with the Arab 
world.

Mirjam Lücking is a Postdoctoral Fellow at the Martin Buber 
Society at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
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Fifty Years in the Karen Revolution 
in Burma
The Soldier and the Teacher

Ralph and Sheera 
edited by Stephanie Olinga-Shannon 
introduction by Martin Smith

$23.95 paperback | $15.99 ebook
192 pages, 6 x 9,  12 b&w halftones, 2 maps

Fifty Years in the Karen Revolution in Burma is about commit-
ment to an ideal, individual survival and the universality of the 
human experience. A memoir of two tenacious souls, it sheds 
light on why Burma/Myanmar's decades-long pursuit for a 
peaceful and democratic future has been elusive. Simply put, 
the aspirations of Burma's ethnic nationalities for self-determi-
nation within a genuine federal union runs counter to the idea 
of a unitary state orchestrated and run by the dominant majority 
Burmans, or Bamar.

This seemingly intractable dilemma of opposing visions for 
Burma is personified in the story of Saw Ralph and Naw Sheera, 
two prominent ethnic Karen leaders who lived—and eventually 
left—"the Longest War," leaving the reader with insights on the 
cultural, social, and political challenges facing other non-Bur-
man ethnic nationalities.

Fifty Years in the Karen Revolution in Burma is also about 
the ordinariness and universality of the challenges increasingly 
faced by diaspora communities around the world today. Saw 
Ralph and Naw Sheera's day to day lives—how they fell in love, 
married, had children—while trying to survive in a precari-
ous war zone—and how they had to adapt to their new lives as 
refugees and immigrants in Australia will resound with many.

Saw Ralph retired as Brigadier General of the Karen National 
Liberation Army (KNLA), the military branch of the Karen 
National Union.

Naw Sheera is a school teacher and former leader in the Karen 
Women's Organization (KWO).

"This is a fascinating and moving narrative 
by two members of the Karen National 
Union who dedicated their life to the Karen 
struggle for autonomy since 1949. It provides 
insight into one of the longest civil wars in 
modern history and into the sacrifices and 
tragedies this struggle produced in terms of 
death, displacement, and suffering."—Mi-
kael Gravers, Aarhus University, author of 
Nationalism as Political Paranoia in Burma

"Fifty Years in the Karen Revolution in Burma 
is a vivid account of life, death, and personal 
choices in one of the longest-running insur-
gencies of postcolonial Myanmar."—Renaud 
Egreteau, City University of Hong Kong

Bestseller
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The Republic of Vietnam, 1955-1975
Vietnamese Perspectives on Nation Building

edited by Tuong Vu And Sean Fear

 

$24.95 paperback | $16.99 ebook
210 pages, 7 x 10

Through the voices of senior officials, teachers, soldiers, jour-
nalists, and artists, The Republic of Vietnam, 1955–1975, presents 
us with an interpretation of "South Vietnam" as a passionately 
imagined nation in the minds of ordinary Vietnamese, rather 
than merely as an expeditious political construct of the United 
States government.

The moving and honest memoirs collected, translated, and 
edited here by Tuong Vu and Sean Fear describe the experiences 
of war, politics, and everyday life for people from many walks 
of life during the fraught years of Vietnam's Second Republic, 
leading up to and encompassing what Americans generally call 
the "Vietnam War." The voices gift the reader a sense of the 
authors' experiences in the Republic and their ideas about the 
nation during that time. The light and careful editing hand of 
Vu and Fear reveals that far from a Cold War proxy struggle, the 
conflict in Vietnam featured a true ideological divide between 
the communist North and the non-communist South.

Tuong Vu is Director of the Asian Studies Program and Asso-
ciate Professor of Political Science at the University of Oregon. 
He is a former editor of the Journal of Vietnamese Studies and 
the author of numerous books, including Vietnam's Communist 
Revolution and Paths to Development in Asia.

Sean Fear is a Lecturer in International History at the Uni-
versity of Leeds.

"The Republic of Vietnam is a primer and a 
demand for a more comprehensive, Viet-
namese-written works of history...Thanks 
to Tuong Vu and Sean Fear's efforts, the 
thoughts, impressions, and words of these 
pivotal individuals in South Vietnamese 
history have been preserved."—diaCRITICS

"This valuable collection includes perspec-
tives that have been consistently overlooked 
in the historiography of the War. Readers 
are afforded not only South Vietnamese 
perspectives, but also those of civil servants, 
soldiers, police officers, educators, writers, 
artists, and journalists. This is also one of 
the few works in which South Vietnamese 
women's voices are heard."—Van Nguy-
en-Marshall, Trent University

Bestseller
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The three of us managed to move out freely but none of us had any idea 
where to go because we were not familiar with the area. At that time we had 
no radio for communication. The runner sysTem was The only way 
of communicaTing. We had to use our own common sense to contact 
each other. We thought that Mae Ta Mu village was at the Thailand-Burma 
border, so we headed due east. After going around in circles for some time in 
the bush, we came across a hut and some villagers. We sneaked slowly toward 
them. forTunaTely, some of Them knew us and guided us To our 
own Troops’ position. About twenty minutes later we finally found our 
troops. Because we had gone around in circles, we took the whole day to go 
from Kwilay village to our troops’ position when it was only three miles away. 
We thought we had gone far away from the enemy. After the withdrawal from 
Hlaingbwe we stayed in Buddhist and animist villages. When people worship 
spirits, they slaughter and cook a pig and offer the pork and drinks to the evil 
spirits. Then the family, from the parents right down to the youngest child, 
gathers together, ties their wrists with white thread, and recites some words. 
After pacifying the spirits, the family and visitors are allowed to eat and drink 
together. i would enjoy myself and geT drunk. Before they prepared 
all these things, we had to take our guns and backpacks and go and stay in 
other houses and come back after their dealings to the evil spirits. They said 
that if there was a Bible in our bags or in the house, they could not call the evil 
spirits, because The evils spiriTs would never come near a bible. 
Before we got on to the convoy to go to battle, the chaplain would pray. We 
would sing hymns like Solid Rock in Karen the whole way. When they heard 
us, some ran away. Because the word hope in Karen is yer ta mu la but in Bur-
mese this sounds like ye tet moe la which means, the water is rising, the rain 
is coming. After Hlaingbwe fell we couldn’t fight on a big scale anymore, we 
buried the guns just like the Japanese had. When the Burmese captured the 
gunners, they forced them to disclose where the guns were hidden. Without 
artillery I was without a job. We stayed at the Mae Ta Mu front line and about 
a week later I was recalled to the First Battalion headquarters, promoted to 
captain, and appointed as a battalion adjutant. Political Training and the 1962 
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Activists in Transition
Progressive Politics in Democratic Indonesia

edited by Thushara Dibley And Michele Ford

$24.95 paperback | $16.99 ebook
240 pages, 7 x 10

Activists in Transition examines the relationship between social 
movements and democratization in Indonesia. Collectively, 
progressive social movements have played a critical role over in 
ensuring that different groups of citizens can engage directly 
in—and benefit from—the political process in a way that was 
not possible under authoritarianism. However, their individ-
ual roles have been different, with some playing a decisive 
role in the destabilization of the regime and others serving as 
bell-weathers of the advancement, or otherwise, of Indonesia's 
democracy in the decades since. Equally important, democrati-
zation has affected social movements differently depending on 
the form taken by each movement during the New Order period. 
The book assesses the contribution that nine progressive social 
movements have made to the democratization of Indonesia since 
the late 1980s, and how, in turn, each of those movements has 
been inf luenced by democratization. 

Thushara Dibley is Lecturer in Asian Studies and Deputy 
Director of Sydney Southeast Asia Centre. Follow her on Twitter 
@thushdibley.

Michele Ford is Professor of Southeast Asian Studies and 
Director of Sydney Southeast Asia Centre. Follow her on Twitter 
@MicheleSSEAC.

"Activists in Transition makes a strong contri-
bution to the literature on political change 
in Indonesia—and Southeast Asia more 
broadly—in providing comprehensive and 
up-to-date information on the nature and 
fate of progressive politics in Indonesia."—
Jane Hutchison, Asia Research Centre, 
Murdoch University

"Each chapter is broadly historical, showing 
the long sweep of change over the forty years 
or so from the mid New Order to the present 
day. Activists in Transition is well document-
ed, clearly structured, pleasingly written, and 
authoritative."—Gerry van Klinken, KITLV 
and University of Amsterdam

Bestseller
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Scandal and Democracy 
Media Politics in Indonesia

Mary E. McCoy

"Scandal and Democracy is an excellent 
book which explores in depth the media in 
the crucial period of Indonesia's transition 
from authoritarian rule to democracy and 
beyond."—Ross Tapsell, Australian National 
University, and author of Media Power in 
Indonesia

"Mary McCoy offers a fascinating and experi-
enced analysis of Indonesian politics through 
the lens of the media. She puts elite collusion 
at the heart of Indonesia’s democratic woes 
and highlights the positive role that scandals 
can play in breaking down corrupt political 
arrangements."—Dan Slater, University of 
Michigan, author of Ordering Power

 

$23.95 paperback | $15.99 ebook
222 pages, 7 x 10, 1 b&w line drawing, 2 maps

Successful transitions to enduring democracy are both difficult 
and rare. In Scandal and Democracy, Mary E. McCoy explores 
how newly democratizing nations can avoid reverting to author-
itarian solutions in response to the daunting problems brought 
about by sudden change. The troubled transitions that have de-
railed democratization in nations worldwide make this problem 
a major concern for scholars and citizens alike.

This study of Indonesia's transition from authoritarian rule 
sheds light on the fragility not just of democratic transitions but 
of democracy itself and finds that democratization's durability 
depends, to a surprising extent, on the role of the media, partic-
ularly its airing of political scandal and intraelite conflict. More 
broadly, Scandal and Democracy examines how the media's use 
of new freedoms can help ward off a slide into pseudodemocracy 
or a return to authoritarian rule. As Indonesia marks the twenti-
eth anniversary of its democratic revolution of 1998, it remains 
among the world's most resilient new democracies and one of 
the few successful democratic transitions in the Muslim world. 
McCoy explains the media's central role in this change and 
corroborates that finding with comparative cases from Mexico, 
Tunisia, and South Korea, offering counterintuitive insights that 
help make sense of the success and failure of recent transitions 
to democracy. 

Mary E. McCoy is a faculty associate in the Department of 
Communication Arts and the Center for Southeast Asian Stud-
ies at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. She holds a PhD 
in Communication Studies, and teaches courses on rhetoric, 
politics, and freedom of speech.
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Rebel Politics  
A Political Sociology of Armed Struggle in 
Myanmar's Borderlands

David Brenner

"Rebel Politics is underpinned by years of 
extraordinary fieldwork, including unprec-
edented access to the leaders of some of 
Myanmar's ethnic-minority rebel groups. It 
is a pathbreaking book, essential reading not 
only for Myanmar-watchers but also anyone 
interested in insurgencies and state forma-
tion."—Lee Jones, Queen Mary University 
of London, author of Societies Under Siege

"David Brenner's book ought to be mandato-
ry reading for any practitioner or academic 
interested in the issues of peacebuilding, 
conflict resolution, and borderlands devel-
opment in Myanmar specifically, and in the 
country's social processes and politics more 
widely."—Karin Dean, Tallinn University

$24.95 paperback | $16.99 ebook
162 pages, 7 x 10, 8 b&w halftones, 2 maps

Rebel Politics analyzes the changing dynamics of the civil war in 
Myanmar, one of the most entrenched armed conf licts in the 
world. Since 2011, a national peace process has gone hand-in-
hand with escalating ethnic conflict. The Karen National Union 
(KNU), previously known for its uncompromising stance against 
the central government of Myanmar, became a leader in the 
peace process after it signed a ceasefire in 2012. Meanwhile, 
the Kachin Independence Organization (KIO) returned to the 
trenches in 2011 after its own seventeen-year-long ceasefire 
broke down. To understand these puzzling changes, Brenner 
conducted ethnographic fieldwork among the KNU and KIO, 
analyzing the relations between rebel leaders, their rank-and-
file, and local communities in the context of wider political 
and geopolitical transformations. Rebel Politics explains how 
revolutionary elites capture and lose legitimacy within their 
own movements and how these internal contestations drive the 
strategies of rebellion in unforeseen ways. Brenner presents a 
novel perspective that contributes to our understanding of con-
temporary politics in Southeast Asia, and to the study of conflict, 
peace and security, by highlighting the hidden social dynamics 
and everyday practices of political violence, ethnic conflict, rebel 
governance and borderland politics. 

David Brenner is Lecturer in International Relations at 
Goldsmiths, University of London. Follow him on Twitter  
@DavBrenner.

Bestseller
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myanmar’s couP: a view from the 
borderland

David Brenner

After Myanmar’s generals steered the country 
back to military rule, the people of Myanmar 
and the international community alike are in a 

state of shock. Some people are, however, less shocked 
than others about Myanmar’s coup. In fact, to activists 
and resistance fighters from ethnic minority commu-
nities in the country’s war-torn borderlands the current 
development looks different than from the perspective 
of Yangon or Naypyidaw.

A friend in Myanmar’s northern Kachin State told me: 
“We are all afraid of what’s going to happen. But I am 
not surprised that it came to this point.” Importantly, he 
feels uncomfortable with the widespread calls to “rein-
state democracy” because there had not been genuine 
democracy in Myanmar to begin with. Contrary to the 
claims of Myanmar’s generals, there is no credible evi-
dence that November’s general elections were rigged. 
But my friend expressed a sentiment shared by many 
ethnic minority voters, about 2.6 millions of whom were 
excluded from voting altogether.

This was the case for a variety of reasons, including 
military restrictions on voting in regions of active armed 
conflict, the mass displacement of ethnic minority com-
munities—such as the Rohingya refugees in Bangla-
desh—and the decisions of some ethnic rebel groups. 
Indeed, the Kachin Independence Organization did not 
permit polling in its controlled territory because it did 
not want to partake in what my friend called “display-
ing fake democracy that does not benefit our people”. 
While he himself was listed on the voter register in 
Kachin State’s capital of Myitkyina, he could not bring 
himself to vote for the same reason.

To be clear, the past decade of military-initiated 
liberalization has entailed remarkable change in most 
parts of Myanmar, including improvement of livelihoods 
and a more open public sphere in Myitkyina. The past 
decade has, however, neither brought democracy nor 
peace to many ethnic minority communities in Myan-
mar’s borderlands. On the contrary, the past decade 
saw the perpetuation of militarized insecurities and in-
deed the escalation of civil war and ethnic violence in 
these parts of the country. This is why ethnic minorities 
in Myanmar have been more cautious in celebrating 
Myanmar’s transition.

In fact, activists from ethnic minority communities 
have long felt that their tangible concerns have been 

ignored by the international community, who started to 
flock to Naypyidaw in support of what they perceived 
as democratization and peacebuilding since 2011. While 
donor support contributed to an increasingly vibrant 
civil society across Myanmar, it also meant a shift of 
funding from activist grassroots networks to militarized 
state bureaucracies, which co-opted development and 
peacebuilding initiatives for ethnocratic state-building 
and counterinsurgency. Viewing Myanmar’s transition 
primarily as a process of democratization—rather than 
a more general reorganization of power—has thus not 
always contributed to but also undermined progressive 
change.

When conducting fieldwork for my book Rebel Poli-
tics, ethnic minority activists and resistance fighters of-
ten expressed strong resentments of what they saw as a 
misconstrued international strategy towards Myanmar. 
Many felt not only as if the international community 
ignored their concerns over issues such as the escalat-
ing war in parts of Myanmar’s borderlands, continued 
military campaigns in ceasefire territories, and invest-
ment-induced displacement in ethnic minority regions. 
They also felt pressured by Western diplomats and IN-
GOs to participate in what they saw as a deeply flawed 
peace process, as otherwise they might be sidelined as 
“hardliners” and “warmongers”.

These activists are under no illusion that the return 
to full-fledged military rule will improve their dire plight. 
As expressed by the ethnic minority Karen News outlet: 
“Burma’s democracy façade has broken—coup or not, 
ethnic people expect more of the same—displacement, 
land grabs and militarisation.” Their hope, however, is 
that their voices will at least be taken more seriously 
by the international community. Their critical analysis 
throughout Myanmar’s period of “democratization” urg-
es us to listen more closely indeed.
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Hamka and Islam
Cosmopolitan Reform in the Malay World

Khairudin Aljunied

 

$23.95 paperback | $15.99 ebook 
162 pages, 7 x 10, 7 b&w halftones

Since the early twentieth century, Muslim reformers have been 
campaigning for a total transformation of the ways in which 
Islam is imagined in the Malay world. One of the most inf luen-
tial is the author Haji Abdul Malik bin Abdul Karim Amrullah, 
commonly known as Hamka.

In Hamka and Islam, Khairudin Aljunied employs the 
term "cosmopolitan reform" to describe Hamka's attempt to 
harmonize the many streams of Islamic and Western thought 
while posing solutions to the various challenges facing Mus-
lims. Among the major themes Aljunied explores are reason 
and revelation, moderation and extremism, social justice, the 
state of women in society, and Sufism in the modern age, as 
well as the importance of history in reforming the minds of 
modern Muslims.Aljunied argues that Hamka demonstrated 
intellectual openness and inclusiveness toward a whole range 
of thoughts and philosophies to develop his own vocabulary of 
reform, attesting to Hamka's unique ability to function as a 
conduit for competing Islamic and secular groups.

Hamka and Islam pushes the boundaries of the expanding 
literature on Muslim reformism and reformist thinkers by 
grounding its analysis within the Malay experience and by using 
the concept of cosmopolitan reform in a new context. 

Khairudin Aljunied is an Associate Professor in the Faculty 
of Arts and Social Sciences, National University of Singapore. 
He was Malaysia Chair of Islam in Southeast Asia (2017–2018) 
and is Senior Fellow at the Prince Alwaleed bin Talal Center 
for Muslim-Christian Understanding, Georgetown University.

"Khairudin Aljunied makes a significant con-
tribution to the study of the Islamic thought 
of the Muslim author and thinker from South 
East Asia, Haji Abdul Malik Karim Amrullah 
(1908–1981), better known by the acronym 
Hamka. His book provides a systematic and 
thorough study of Hamka's thoughts and 
designates him an Islamic 'cosmopolitan re-
former'. This is a book that scholars in Islamic 
studies and social and human sciences have 
been awaiting. It provides a breath of fresh 
air and is a must-read book on the subject. 
It should be read by students in general 
and Muslims around the world, both in the 
Islamic world and where they live as minority 
populations"—South East Asia Research

"Hamka was among the greatest Muslim 
public intellectuals in Southeast Asia. This 
book's unique and original take on his 
cosmopolitan reform offers a fresh per-
spective and contributes significantly to our 
understanding of the dynamics of Islamic 
reformism in the modern world."—Azyu-
mardi Azra, Professor of Islamic History and 
Culture, Syarif Hidayatullah State Islamic 
University, Jakarta
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Traders in Motion 
Identities and Contestations in the Vietnamese 
Marketplace

edited by Kirsten W. Endres And Ann Marie 
Leshkowich

$23.95 paperback | $15.99 ebook
264 pages, 7 x 10, 15 b&w halftones, 1 diagram

With essays covering diverse topics, from seafood trade across 
the Vietnam-China border, to street traders in Hanoi, to gold 
shops in Ho Chi Minh City, Traders in Motion spans the fields of 
economic and political anthropology, geography, and sociology 
to illuminate how Vietnam's rapidly expanding market econo-
my is formed and transformed by everyday interactions among 
traders, suppliers, customers, family members, neighbors, and 
officials.

The contributions shed light on the micropolitics of local-lev-
el economic agency in the paradoxical context of Vietnam's 
socialist orientation and its contemporary neoliberal economic 
and social transformation. The essays examine how Vietnamese 
traders and officials engage in on-the-ground contestations to 
define space, promote or limit mobility, and establish borders, 
both physical and conceptual. The contributors show how trad-
ing experiences shape individuals' notions of self and person-
hood, not just as economic actors, but also in terms of gender, 
region, and ethnicity. Traders in Motion affords rich comparative 
insight into how markets form and transform and what those 
changes mean.

Kirsten W. Endres heads the research group Traders, Mar-
kets, and the State in Vietnam at the Max Planck Institute for 
Social Anthropology. Ann Marie Leshkowich is Professor of 
Anthropology at the College of the Holy Cross.

Contributors: Lisa Barthelmes, Christine Bonnin, Gracia Clark, Annuska Derks, Kirsten W. 
Endres, Chris Gregory, Caroline Grillot, Erik Harms, Esther Horat, Gertrud Hüwelmeier, 
Ann Marie Leshkowich, Hy Van Luong, Minh T. N. Nguyen, Nguyen Thi Thanh Binh, 
Linda J. Seligmann, Allison Truitt, Sarah Turner

"This edited volumen successfully presents 
its arguments and analyses with clear 
contextualization aand well-organized the-
oretical frameworks... I highly reccomend 
this book"—Sojourn

"Inarguably an exceptional collection on 
Vietnam's contemporary political economy, 
the book provides a comprehensive and 
critical update of how post socialism and 
neo- liberalism interplay (and clash) in 
Vietnam, and how powerful macrostructures 
and ideologies shape, and in return, become 
shaped by grassroots actors through their 
everyday practices."—Singapore Journal of 
Tropical Geography

"The chapters in this volume reflect the lively 
and bustling informal sector of modern 
Vietnam through the eyes of observers and 
the voices of insiders. Traders in Motion 
demonstrates a profound understanding 
and close observation of socioeconomic 
changes in Vietnam. This book is a sub-
stantial contribution to the study of modern 
markets in Vietnam. It is a comprehensive 
book."—Anh Tran, Associate Professor, 
School of Public and Environmental Affairs, 
Indiana University
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Svay 
A Khmer Village in Cambodia

May Mayko Ebihara 
edited by Andrew C. Mertha 
introduction by Judy Ledgerwood

$23.95 paperback | $11.99 ebook
364 pages, 7 x 10, 29 tables, 6 maps, 2 diagrams, 1 chart

May Mayko Ebihara (1934–2005) was the first American anthro-
pologist to conduct ethnographic research in Cambodia. Svay 
provides a remarkably detailed picture of individual villagers and 
of Khmer social structure and kinship, agriculture, politics, and 
religion. The world Ebihara described would soon be shattered 
by Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge. Fifty percent of the villagers perished 
in the reign of terror, including those who had been Ebihara's 
adoptive parents and grandparents during her fieldwork. Never 
before published as a book, Ebihara’s dissertation served as 
the foundation for much of our subsequent understanding of 
Cambodian history, society, and politics. 

The late May Mayko Ebihara was Professor Emerita of An-
thropology at Lehman College. Andrew Mertha is Professor of 
Government at Cornell University. He is the author of Brothers 
in Arms, also from Cornell. Judy Ledgerwood is Professor of 
Anthropology and Director of the Center for Southeast Asian 
Studies at Northern Illinois University. She is a contributor to 
Anthropology and Community in Cambodia, a collection of essays 
in honor of May Ebihara. Her most recent book is At the Edge 
of the Forest. 

Andrew C. Mertha is Assistant Professor of Political Sci-
ence and International Studies and the Earle H. and Suzanne S. 
Harbison Faculty Fellow at Washington University in St. Louis. 
He lived in China for almost seven years, four of them as a 
production manager for a US import/export company.
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A Duterte Reader
Critical Essays on Rodrigo Duterte's Early 
Presidency

edited by Nicole Curato

$23.95 paperback | $13.99 ebook
348 pages, 6 x 9

"Corrals the best of Philippine academia."—
Financial Times

"With contributions from leading experts on 
the society and history of the Phillipines, 
A Duterte Reader is necessary reading 
for anyone needing to contextualize and 
understand the history and social forces 
that have shaped contemporary Philippine 
politics."—Les carnets du Case

"The essays in A Duterte Reader richly doc-
ument the origins of Duterte's politics and 
its persistent appeal."—Global Asia

"With essays by leading experts in diverse 
fields, this book offers a penetrating 
portrait of a volatile administration poised 
between a troubled past and an uncertain 
future. The research is thorough; the writing 
eloquent; and the insights myriad. This is 
critical reading for anyone who wishes to 
understand this perplexing moment in the 
ever-changing, ever-fascinating politics of 
the Philippines."—Alfred W. McCoy, author 
of In the Shadows of the American Century: 
The Rise and Decline of US Global Power

A critical analysis of one of the most media-savvy authoritarian 
rulers of our time, this collection of essays offers an overview of 
Duterte’s rise to power and actions of his early presidency. With 
contributions from leading experts on the society and history 
of the Phillipines, The Duterte Reader is necessary reading for 
anyone needing to contextualize and understand the history and 
social forces that have shaped contemporary Philippine politics. 

Nicole Curato holds the Australian Research Council's Dis-
covery Early Career Research Award Fellowship at the Centre for 
Deliberative Democracy and Global Governance at the Univer-
sity of Canberra. She is the associate editor of Political Studies.
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Sovereign Women in a Muslim 
Kingdom  
The Sultanahs of Aceh, 1641–1699

Sher Banu A. L . Khan

$23.95 paperback | $11.99 ebook
312 pages, 6 x 9

In Sovereign Women in a Muslim Kingdom, Sher Banu A. L. Khan 
provides a fresh perspective on the women who ruled in suc-
cession in Aceh for half the seventeenth century. Khan draws 
fresh evidence about the lives and reigns of the sultanahs from 
contemporary indigenous texts and the archives of the Dutch 
East India Company.

The long reign of the sultanahs of Aceh is striking in a soci-
ety where women rulers are usually seen as unnatural calamities, 
a violation of nature, or even forbidden in the name of religion. 
Sovereign Women in a Muslim Kingdom demonstrates how the 
sultanahs’ rule was legitimized by both Islam and adat (indig-
enous customary laws). Khan provides original insights on the 
women’s style of leadership and their unique relations with the 
male elite and foreign European envoys who visited their court. 
This book calls into question received views on kingship in the 
Malay world and shows how an indigenous polity responded to 
European companies in the age of early East-West encounters 
during Southeast Asia’s age of commerce.

Sher Banu A. L . Khan is Assistant Professor of Malay Stud-
ies at the National University of Singapore.

"Sovereign Women is an invaluable study, 
adding considerably to our knowledge of 
early modern Aceh."—Early Modern Women: 
An Interdisciplinary Journal

"There is no doubt that Sher Banu A. L. 
Khan's book is a very welcome contribution 
to the study of early modern Southeast 
Asia and will remain an important reference 
work for seventeenth-century Aceh in the 
future."—Journal of Early Modern History
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Intertidal History in Island Southeast Asia shows the vital part 
maritime Southeast Asians played in struggles against domina-
tion of the seventeenth-century spice trade by local and Europe-
an rivals. Looking beyond the narrative of competing mercantile 
empires, it draws on European and Southeast Asian sources to 
illustrate Sama sea people's alliances and intermarriage with the 
sultanate of Makassar and the Bugis realm of Boné. Contrasting 
with later portrayals of the Sama as stateless pirates and sea gyp-
sies, this history of shifting political and interethnic ties among 
the people of Sulawesi’s littorals and its land-based realms, along 
with their shared interests on distant coasts, exemplifies how 
regional maritime dynamics interacted with social and political 
worlds above the high-water mark. 

Jennifer L . Gaynor is Assistant Professor of History at the 
University at Buffalo, State University of New York.

$23.95 hardcover | $15.99 ebook
242 pages, 7 x 10

"Gaynor has provided an insightful consid-
eration of the dynamics of power, trade, 
and social relations that points historians to 
new understandings of societies and eco-
systems that usually fall beyond the shore 
of the academic gaze.... Gaynor weaves a 
complex depiction of histories and peoples 
that enlightens the reader not only on this 
complex ecological land- and seascape, 
but also on social dynamics that usually fall 
outside traditional categories of the state 
and economics in world history.... Intertidal 
History in Island Southeast Asia is an excel-
lent book, as it is securely rooted, or in this 
case anchored, in the littoral.... The result 
is a work that provides a cogent example 
of the importance of considering the con-
tributions of a wide range of peoples to the 
construction of the state, as well as of how 
this can be done by thoroughly scouring the 
archives for sources in a variety of languages, 
and by living among and appreciating those 
peoples' cultures in order to hear the echoes 
of their pasts that still resonate."—The Amer-
ican Historical Review

Intertidal History in Island 
Southeast Asia  
Submerged Genealogy and the Legacy of 
Coastal Capture

Jennifer L . Gaynor
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the pilgrimage as a collective one. From the preparations onward, Indonesian
pilgrims move in groups. As I mentioned in chapter 2, Pak Raharjo, who want-
ed to go on hajj individually, as a backpacker, was incapable 
of withdrawing from the governments’ guidance and control. His first 
inquiries about traveling alone made him aware of the fact that there is no 
individual way to Mecca, not even for the umrah. While this was something 
of a drawback for Pak Raharjo, most of the other research participants were 
not bothered by it. Their criticisms of government management mainly con-
cerned financing, waiting lists, and corruption. state control and the 
obligation to travel in groups was not a pressing concern. The equal-
ity of all believers before God—men and women, old and young, different 
ethnic groups and confessional divisions—unites believers. The joint worship, 
the clothing and prayers, and the sharing of food and space are part of this 
experience. Consequently, when talking about pilgrimage experiences, most 
of my interlocutors talked about collective experiences—not only coming to-
gether with Muslims from all over the world but also traveling collectively 
with fellow Indonesians. the pilgrimage has a bonding effect for 
the pilgrims who travel together. Even though he initially wanted to travel 
alone, Pak Raharjo enthusiastically informed me about the regular postpil-
grimage meetings he attends with fellow pilgrims, and in retrospect, he was 
pleased that he had accomplished the journey collectively. When I asked him 
about the reason for having found his peace with collective 
travel rather than an individual backpacker’s hajj, he pointed out that com-
munity is highly valued in Islam, as a collective prayer always weighs more 
than an individual one. Thus the communitas aspect is relevant beyond the 
pilgrimage experience. In Indonesian, the community prayer is called sho-
lat berjemaah, and when there is an opportunity to pray in community with 
other Muslims, people do so. Mas Eko, the travel agent with Islamic business 
aspirations, indicated that since his return from Mecca, he had been trying 
to perform the daily prayers in a community setting, ideally in the mosque, 
whenever possible. Thus the pilgrimage not only strengthens the feeling of a 
global communitas, but inspires pilgrims to engage more in communal ritual 
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The Palace Law of Ayutthaya and 
the Thammasat
Law and Kingship in Siam 

translated by Chris Baker And Pasuk 
Phongpaichit

$23.95 paperback 
166 pages, 7 x 10

This book contains the first academic translations of key legal 
texts from the Ayutthaya era (1351–1767), along with an essay 
on the role of law in Thai history. The legal history of South-
east Asia has languished because few texts are accessible in 
translation. The Three Seals Code is a collection of Thai legal 
manuscripts surviving from the Ayutthaya era. The Palace Law, 
probably dating to the late fifteenth century, was the principal 
law on kingship and government. The Thammasat, a descen-
dant of India's dharmasastra, stood at the head of the Code 
and gave it authority. Here these two key laws are presented 
in English translation for the first time along with detailed an-
notations and analyses of their content. The coverage of family 
arrangements, court protocol, warfare, royal women, and cere-
monial conduct in the Palace Law presents a detailed portrayal 
of Siamese kingship, reaching beyond terms such as devaraja, 
thammaraja, and cakravartin. Close analysis of the Thammasat 
questions the assumption that this text has a long-standing and 
fundamental role in Thai legal practice. Royal lawmaking had 
a large and hitherto unappreciated role in the premodern Thai 
state. This book is an important contribution to Thai history, 
Southeast Asian history, and comparative legal studies. 

Chris Baker formerly taught Asian history at Cambridge 
University and has lived in Thailand for more than thirty years. 
Pasuk Phongpaichit is Professor of Economics at Chulalongkorn 
University, Bangkok.
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Cambodia’s Second Kingdom
Nation, Imagination, and Democracy  

Astrid Noren-Nilsson

EUROSEAS BOOK PRIZE

$23.95 paperback 
244 pages, 7 x 10

Cambodia's Second Kingdom is an exploration of the role of na-
tionalist imaginings, discourses, and narratives in Cambodia 
since the 1993 reintroduction of a multiparty democratic system. 
Competing nationalistic imaginings are shown to be a more 
prominent part of party political contestation in the Kingdom 
of Cambodia than typically believed. For political parties, na-
tionalistic imaginings became the basis for strategies to attract 
popular support, electoral victories, and moral legitimacy. Astrid 
Norén-Nilsson uses uncommon sources, such as interviews 
with key contemporary political actors, to analyze Cambodia’s 
postconf lict reconstruction politics. This book exposes how 
nationalist imaginings, typically understood to be associated 
with political opposition, have been central to the reworking 
of political identities and legitimacy bids across the political 
spectrum. Norén-Nilsson examines the entanglement of notions 
of democracy and national identity and traces out a tension 
between domestic elite imaginings and the liberal democratic 
framework in which they operate. 

Astrid Noren-Nilsson is a political science consultant, con-
tributing author, and political and security analyst for various 
international concerns. She is vice president of the Cambodian 
Institute for Strategic Studies (CISS), Phnom Penh, Cambodia, 
and former research fellow for KITLV, Leiden, the Netherlands.

"Cambodia’s Second Kingdom provides 
unique insight into the dynamics of Cam-
bodian elites’ representations of their re-
spective visions for the nation in multiparty 
politics after the United Nations-sponsored 
general election in 1993... [t]his book offers 
an excellent example of discourse analysis 
and will be a good reference on Cambodia’s 
domestic politics for years to come."—Jour-
nal of the Humanities and Social Sciences

"Offers some interesting theoretical insight. 
Most arguments are developed in a way that 
is theoretically and analytically interesting, 
as well as empirically rich. To that extent, the 
book is worth reading and is likely to gain 
attention at a time when liberal democracy, 
human rights, and globalization come under 
challenge and are still in retreat, as evident 
in various regions of the world, including 
Southeast Asia."—Pacific Affairs

"Using a multidisciplinary approach and 
diverse sources, including elite interviews, 
Cambodia's Second Kingdom provides a 
novel analysis of nationalist imaginings of 
Cambodia by different political parties in 
the context of post–international democratic 
intervention electoral competition."—Khe-
ang Un, Northern Illinois University
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The Republic of (South) Vietnam is commonly viewed as a 
unified entity throughout the two decades (1955–75) during 
which the United States was its main ally. However, domestic 
politics during that time followed a dynamic trajectory from 
authoritarianism to chaos to a relatively stable experiment in 
parliamentary democracy. The stereotype of South Vietnam that 
appears in most writings, both academic and popular, focuses 
on the first two periods to portray a caricature of a corrupt, un-
stable dictatorship and ignores what was achieved during the 
last eight years.

The essays in Voices from the Second Republic of South Viet-
nam (1967–1975) come from those who strove to build a consti-
tutional structure of representative government during a war for 
survival with a totalitarian state. Those committed to realizing 
a noncommunist Vietnamese future placed their hopes in the 
Second Republic, fought for it, and worked for its success. This 
book is a step in making their stories known. 

Keith W. Taylor is Professor of Vietnamese Studies at Cor-
nell University. He is the author of A History of the Vietnamese.

$23.95 paperback 
180 pages, 7 x 10

"This volume is a welcome addition to a 
growing scholarly literature about South 
Vietnam. Its personal testimonies provide 
key details not only about the political 
and military history of that country but 
also about the complex backgrounds and 
worldviews of the men who governed it. It 
is a record of the hopes and hardships of a 
group of South Vietnamese who sought to 
build a stable, prosperous society in a time 
of decolonization and civil war."—Charles 
Keith, Michigan State University

Voices from the Second Republic of 
South Vietnam (1967-1975)  
edited by K. W. Taylor
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In the village of Funar, located in the central highlands of 
Timor-Leste, the disturbing events of the twenty-four-year-long 
Indonesian occupation are rarely articulated in narratives of 
suffering. Instead, the highlanders emphasize the significance 
of their return to the sacred land of the ancestors, a place where 

"gold" is abundant and life is thought to originate. On one hand, 
this collective amnesia is due to villagers' exclusion from con-
temporary nation-building processes, which bestow recognition 
only on those who actively participated in the resistance struggle 
against Indonesia. On the other hand, the cultural revival and 
the privileging of the ancestral landscape and traditions over 
narratives of suffering derive from a particular understanding of 
how human subjects are constituted. Before life and after death, 
humans and the land are composed of the same substance; 
only during life are they separated. To recover from the forced 
dislocation the highlanders experienced under the Indonesian 
occupation, they thus seek to reestablish a mythical, primordial 
unity with the land by reinvigorating ancestral practices.

Never leaving out of sight the intense political and emotional 
dilemmas imposed by the past on people’s daily lives, The Land 
of Gold seeks to go beyond prevailing theories of postconf lict 
reconstruction that prioritize human relationships. Instead, it 
explores the significance of people’s affective and ritual engage-
ment with the environment and with their ancestors as survivors 
come to terms with the disruptive events of the past. 

Judith Bovensiepen is Senior Lecturer in Social Anthropol-
ogy at the University of Kent.

$23.95 paperback 
216 pages, 7 x 10

"The Land of Gold is an ethnography of 
postconflict life in East Timor that is at 
once lyrical and devastating. By tracing 
how diverse relationships to the land—loss, 
reclamation, and reimagination—shape and 
are shaped by survivors, Judith Bovensiepen 
offers a new understanding of the long years 
of war that captures both the personal and 
the political."—Tyrell Haberkorm, ANU 
College of Asia and the Pacific

"In The Land of Gold, Judith Bovensiepen 
brings a much needed ethnographic per-
spective to the study of social life in rural, 
postoccupation Timor-Leste. Villagers who 
returned to their ancestral origin place after 
a lengthy period of forced displacement had 
to reestablish social relations and restore 
their connections with the spiritual powers 
of the land. Bovensiepen demonstrates 
that the ritual processes in which these two 
imperatives were entangled were fraught 
with conflicts, tensions, and dilemmas. She 
argues persuasively that ritual performances 
brought the traumatic past into the present. 
As an analysis of how historical experience 
of political violence both shapes and is 
shaped by local cultural forms, the book 
has relevance beyond the region and be-
yond anthropology."—Elizabeth G. Traube, 
Wesleyan University

The Land of Gold  
Post-Conflict Recovery and Cultural Revival in 
Independent Timor-Leste

Judith M. Bovensiepen
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A Sarong for Clio
Essays on the Intellectual and Cultural History 
of Thailand—Inspired by Craig J. Reynolds

edited by Maurizio Peleggi

"A Sarong for Clio offers bold explorations 
into several critical areas of Thai studies. 
Its essays will certainly reshape our un-
derstanding of Thailand in the modern 
era. Audacious and uncompromising—and 
splendidly engrossing—it is a worthy tribute 
to Craig Reynolds, the scholar whose work 
it honors."—Richard A. Ruth, U.S. Naval 
Academy

A Sarong for Clio testifies to an ongoing intellectual dialogue 
between its ten contributors and Craig J. Reynolds, who inspired 
these essays. Conceived as a tribute to an innovative scholar, 
dedicated teacher, and generous colleague, it is this volume's 
ambition to make a concerted intervention on Thai historiog-
raphy—and Thai studies more generally—by pursuing in new 
directions ideas that figure prominently in Reynolds's scholar-
ship. The writings gathered here revolve around two prominent 
themes in Reynolds's scholarship: the nexus of historiography 
and power, and Thai political and business cultures—often so 
intertwined as to be difficult to separate. The chapters examine 
different types of historical texts, Thai political discourse and 
political culture, and the media production of consumer culture.

Maurizio Peleggi is Associate Professor of History at the Na-
tional University of Singapore and editor of the Journal of South-
east Asia Studies. He is the author most recently of Thailand.

Contributors: Chris Baker; Patrick Jory, University of Queensland, Brisbane; Tamara 
Loos, Cornell University; Yoshinori Nishizaki, National University of Singapore; James 
Ockey, University of Canterbury; Maurizio Peleggi, National University of Singapore; 
Pasuk Phongpaichit, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok; Kasian Tejapir, Thammasat 
University, Bangkok; Villa Vilaithong, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok; Thongchai 
Winichakul, University of Wisconsin–Madison

$23.95 paperback 
240 pages, 7 x 10
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$23.95 paperback 
172 pages, 7 x 10

"A brilliant and engaging exploration of the 
ways in which Asian highland people have 
been represented in the popular academic 
imagination. This book will raise important 
questions about the ethics of representation 
and the need for negotiations across social 
difference. The author believes passionately 
in his subject and calls for a newly reflec-
tive and situated anthropology. There is a 
serious and major ethical sensibility at work 
here."—Nicholas Tapp, Australian National 
University, author of The Hmong of China

Slow Anthropology
Negotiating Difference with the Iu Mien

Hjorleifur Jonsson

Slow Anthropology considers the history of the Iu Mien, an 
upland Laotian minority caught in the disruptions of the Viet-
nam-American war. This study challenges the prevailing aca-
demic theory that groups living in the hinterlands of Southeast 
Asia have traditionally f led to the hills, seeking isolated indepen-
dence and safety. As part of his challenge, Jonsson highlights 
the legacies of negotiating difference that have guided the Iu 
Mien in interactions with their neighbors. Jonsson engages with 
southern China and Southeast Asia in premodern times, relays 
individual reports from the war in Laos, describes contemporary 
village festivals in Thailand, and explores community and iden-
tity among Southeast Asian immigrants in the United States. 
His study questions Western academic narratives that oversim-
plify Asia's minorities in order to define and stabilize Western 
identities.Responding to James C. Scott's characterization of the 
Southeast Asian highlands as a zone of refuge sought by minori-
ties fearing oppression from lowland states, Slow Anthropology 
argues that evidence of a highland "disconnect" was, in fact, 
symptomatic of recent social collapse. Voluntary segregation 
has not been a historically typical condition in Asia. The author 
demonstrates that negotiation among different groups has been 
vital to the region, as play and intersubjectivity have been for 
human evolution. Slow Anthropology advocates for studies that 
acknowledge the ways in which Southeast Asian minorities have 
adapted to change, appropriated ideas from their neighbors, and 
built their own complex identities.
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Exploration and Irony in Studies of 
Siam over Forty Years
Benedict R. O'g. Anderson, Introduction By 
Tamara Loos

 

$23.95 paperback 
180 pages, 7 x 10

Benedict R. O'G. Anderson is internationally recognized for 
his groundbreaking work on the politics and cultures of Indone-
sia, Thailand, and the Philippines. His early studies of Indonesia 
led to the publication of Imagined Communities: Ref lections on 
the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, a book that profoundly 
changed the way people understand modern states. Banned 
from returning to Indonesia after his interpretation of the 1965 
coup was published, Anderson shifted his attention to Thailand. 
This collection of essays gathers in one book Anderson's icon-
oclastic analyses of Siam (Thailand), its political institutions 
and bloody upheavals, its literature, authors, and contemporary 
cinema. The volume begins with the challenging essay "Stud-
ies of the Thai State: The State of Thai Studies," followed by 
chapters that map shifts of power between the Left and Right in 
Thailand, the role of the monarchy, and the significance of the 
military. The final essays track Anderson's own evolution as a 
student of Siam and his growing, more playful interest in bill-
boards, ephemera, and film. Together, these works demonstrate 
an extraordinary scholar's commitment to exploring Thailand.

"Combining bold ideas, unflinching critique, 
and irresistible narratives that weave to-
gether statistics, qualitative examples, and 
suggestive anecdotes, each of these essays 
demonstrates in quintessential Andersonian 
fashion the full power of the essay form for 
serious scholarly writing. Though originally 
published between the late 1970s and the 
early 1990s, they continue to resonate and, 
more importantly, remind one of the in-
creasingly rare thrill that can be had reading 
academic writing.... Putting the Kingdom's 
cultural heritage under critical spotlight, as 
he does in [the] later pieces, Anderson hits 
where it hurts, perhaps moreso than with 
any political critique."—Asian Studies Review

"Benedict R. O'G. Anderson often sees 
a Thailand that others do not. He makes 
observations and asks questions that are un-
expected, unsettling, and disturbing to those 
of us who study Thailand. His writings in this 
book not only are about Thai politics and 
society since the 1960s to the present day, 
they also exemplify the art of questioning 
and of introducing puzzlements that often 
get into my head and refuse to leave, causing 
me headaches for years."—Thongchai Win-
ichakul, University of Wisconsin–Madison, 
author of Siam Mapped
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Ties that Bind explores Vietnamese labor history from the French 
colonial period to the contemporary era, tracing a vibrant tra-
dition of workers' resistance to oppressive conditions. Through 
interviews with employees, organizers, journalists, and officials, 
as well as evidence from government reports and underground 
protest materials, this book analyzes a broad range of workers’ 
experiences on the factory f loor and in their dormitories. Evi-
dence demonstrates that, at critical times, shared cultural ties 
have propelled Vietnamese workers toward "class moments" in-
spiring them to fight collectively for their rights. Tran’s detailed 
investigation shows that labor activism is a hallmark of modern 
Vietnam. This work addresses key questions about global com-
merce and the factory workers who sustain it.

Tran Ngoc Angie is Professor of Political Economy at Cal-
ifornia State University, Monterey Bay. Her research interests 
and publications are on Vietnamese labor-management-state 
relations, labor resistance, global labor migration and export 
labor, and corporate social responsibility.

$23.95 paperback 
340 pages, 7 x 10

Ties that Bind 
Cultural Identity, Class, and Law in Vietnam's 
Labor Resistance

Tran Ngoc Angie

"Tran Ngoc Angie makes a substantial 
contribution to scholarship on Vietnam 
specifically and Southeast Asia generally 
by entwining the growth of workers' class 
consciousness with their ethnic, religious, 
and other identities. That she does this for 
several time periods in Vietnam is especially 
enlightening."—Benedict J. Tria Kerkvliet, 
Australian National University, author of 
The Power of Everyday Politics
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A Mountain of Difference recasts the early colonial encounter 
between the indigenous Lumad and Christian missionaries 
in the southern Philippines. This groundbreaking study of the 
Lumad—the non-Muslim native peoples of Mindanao—draws 
on Spanish archival sources and indigenous oral traditions to 
reconceptualize the political and cultural history of the island's 

"upland" minorities.While Lumad peoples are widely believed 
to have successfully resisted the traumatic transformations of 
Spanish colonization, Oona Paredes makes a case for the deep 
cultural impact of Catholic missions in Mindanao, arguing that 
key elements of "traditional" Lumad life today may have evolved 
from earlier cross-cultural encounters with Iberian Catholic 
missionaries. Vignettes of Lumad life prior to the nineteenth 
century show different communities actively engaging colonial 
power and mediating its exercise according to local priorities, 
with unexpected results.This book complicates our under-
standing of Mindanao’s history and ethnography, and outlines 
the beginning of an autonomous history for the marginalized 
Lumad peoples. The interactions explored in this book illumi-
nate the surprisingly complex cultural and power dynamics at 
the peripheries of European colonialism. 

Oona Paredes is Assistant Professor in the Department of 
Southeast Asian Studies at the National University of Singapore.

$23.95 paperback
208 pages, 7 x 10

A Mountain of Difference 
The Lumad in Early Colonial Mindanao

Oona Paredes

Bestseller
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The "Kim Van Kieu" of Nguyen Du, written in the early nine-
teenth century and commonly considered to be a defining mas-
terpiece of Vietnamese literature, is the story of an educated and 
beautiful young woman who suffers misfortune and degrada-
tion before obtaining justice and peace. It is a long poem in a 
complex metric and rhyme scheme that is distinctively Vietnam-
ese. Vladislav Zhukov here provides the first English-language 
translation, perfectly conveying the poetic form of the original 
work and thereby producing a literary creation in English that 
is equivalent to Nguyen Du's genius in Vietnamese—one that 
can be appreciated as poetry in English.

$20.95 paperback
128 pages, 7 x 10

The “Kim Van Kieu” of Nguyen Du 
(1765-1820) 
Nguyen Du,

translated by Vladislav Zhukov, introduction 
by K. W. Taylor
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$23.95 paperback
292 pages, 7 x 10

"The Politics of Timor-Leste is an essential 
reference point for anyone concerned with 
the most important political issues to be 
addressed by the country in the coming 
years. Its authors provide a comprehensive 
overview of political parties, and the elec-
toral and judicial systems, and describe the 
main aspects of development strategies im-
plemented since independence. Insightful 
analyses are presented of key areas, such 
as the politics of gender, informal security 
groups and social movements, and strategies 
for decentralization. Bringing these topics 
together in one volume provides a highly 
useful guide for assessing the possibilities 
for the continuation and development of 
democratic processes within Timor-Leste."—
John G. Taylor, Professor of PoliticsLondon 
South Bank University, author of East Timor

The Politics of Timor-Leste explores the critical issues facing 
the Asia-Pacific's youngest nation as it seeks to consolidate a 
democracy following years of international intervention. The 
authors study the challenges that have burdened the state 
since it broke from Indonesia amid the violence of 1999 and 
formally achieved full independence in 2002. They assess the 
notable accomplishments of Timor-Leste's leaders and citizens, 
and consider the country's future prospects as international 
organizations prepare to depart. A close study of Timor-Leste 
sheds light on ambitious state-building projects that have been 
initiated, with varying success, across the globe.

Contributors to this volume map the nation's recent political 
evolution through studies of its constitutional debates, political 
parties, and foreign policy responses to powerful neighbors. 
They address the social and economic conditions that complicate 
Timor-Leste's political development, such as gender discrimi-
nation, poverty, corruption, and security-sector volatility. The 
contemporary history of Timor-Leste reflects the experiences 
of many postcolonial and developing countries that have sought 
to establish a viable state following conflict and a declaration of 
independence. This small nation has been the subject of five 
consecutive UN missions with varying mandates. The Politics 
of Timor-Leste ought to serve as a key source for comparative 
postcolonial studies and a guide to future trends in international 
state-building and assistance.

Damien Kingsbury is a professor and Director of the Centre 
for Citizenship, Development, and Human Rights at Deakin 
University. He was coordinator of Australian NGO observer 
missions to Timor-Leste's ballot for independence, and its 2007 
and 2012 elections, and is a regular visitor to Timor-Leste. He is 
author of East Timor and editor or co-editor of two other books 
on Timor-Leste's politics.

The Politics of Timor-Leste
Democratic Consolidation after Intervention

edited by Michael Leach and Damien Kingsbury
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$31.95 paperback
220 pages, 4 x 9, color and black-and-white photos

What role do objects play in crafting the religions of Southeast 
Asia and shaping the experiences of believers? The Spirit of 
Things explores religious materiality in a region marked by shift-
ing boundaries, multiple beliefs, and trends toward religious 
exclusivism. While most studies of religion in Southeast Asia 
focus on doctrines or governmental policy, contributors to this 
volume recognize that religious "things"—statues, talismans, 
garments, even sacred automobiles—are crucial to worship, and 
that they have a broad impact on social cohesion. By engaging 
with religion in its tangible forms, faith communities reiterate 
their essential narratives, allegiances, and boundaries, and ne-
gotiate their coexistence with competing belief systems. These 
ethnographic and historical studies of Southeast Asia furnish 
us with intriguing perspectives on wider debates concerning the 
challenges of secularization, pluralism, and interfaith interac-
tions around the world.

In this volume, contributors offer rich ethnographic analyses 
of religious practices in the Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia, 
Vietnam, Indonesia, and Burma that examine the roles materi-
ality plays in the religious lives of Southeast Asians. These essays 
demonstrate that religious materials are embedded in a host of 
practices that enable the faithful to negotiate the often tumultu-
ous experience of living amid other believers. What we see is that 
the call for plurality, often initiated by government, increases the 
importance of religious objects, as they are the means by which 
the distinctiveness of a particular faith is "fenced" in a field of 
competing religious discourses. This project is called "the spirit 
of things" to evoke both the "aura" of religious objects and the 
power of material things to manifest "that which is fundamen-
tal" about faith and belief. 

Julius Bautista is Senior Lecturer at the Department of 
Southeast Asian Studies, National University of Singapore. He 
is author of Figuring Catholicism and coeditor of Christianity 
and the State in Asia.

The Spirit of Things
Materiality and Religious Diversity in 
Southeast Asia

edited by Julius Bautista

"By focusing on the material dimensions of 
religious life, this stimulating volume sheds 
new light on some important sources of 
both creativity and conflict in Southeast 
Asia. Through a fascinating range of cases, 
the authors demonstrate the power of 
things to provoke, facilitate, and constrain 
people's religious projects. This book is the 
fruitful outcome of strong local knowledge 
brought to bear on questions of wide in-
terest across this complex region."—Webb 
Keane, University of Michigan, author of 
Signs of Recognition
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$23.95 paperback
228 pages, 7 x 10

"The strength of this book is that it contains a 
vast amount of useful information regarding 
the long-term demographic developments 
in the 11 Southeast Asian countries.... This 
book is interesting and full of valuable 
information.... a highly recommended read-
ing."—Institute of Developing Economies

"Southeast Asia is a region on the rise: eleven 
countries of varied scales and endowments 
acting increasingly in unison on the inter-
national stage. This book adds enormously 
to our understanding of the populations 
involved and how they are changing. To 
borrow from the motto of Southeast Asia's 
largest country, there is here a 'unity in 
diversity’ that accounts for much of the 
region’s expanding vitality and charm. To 
anyone who wants to understand current 
demographic trends in Southeast Asia and 
how they are likely to affect the region’s 
future prosperity and geopolitical role, I 
highly recommend this book."—Adrian 
Hayes, Australian National University and 
Chair, Scientific Panel on Climate Change, 
International Union for the Scientific Study 
of Population

Demographic Change in Southeast 
Asia
Recent Histories and Future Directions

edited by Lindy Williams and Michael Philip 
Guest

During the last half century, Southeast Asia has undergone tre-
mendous social, political, and economic change. This volume 
chronicles the extensive demographic transformations that have 
accompanied those changes, documenting how public health 
and other policy interventions contributed to rapid population 
growth and how new patterns of settlement and migration 
ensued. More recently, changing opportunities for young adults 
have revolutionized marriage and fertility choices and raised 
concerns about population aging.

The authors consider the recent demographic histories of 
the region alongside government policies intended to manage 
population growth rates; improve access to education, employ-
ment, and health services; influence levels of internal and inter-
national migration; and address environmental concerns. This 
groundbreaking study of postcolonial Southeast Asia addresses 
many of the contemporary demographic challenges facing the 
citizens and governments of the increasingly mobile and global-
ized region of Southeast Asia.

Contributors: Sabrina Bonaparte, University of Washington-Seattle; Sara Curran, Univer-
sity of Washington-Seattle; Noah Derman, deputy director at Development in Gardening 
(Atlanta, GA ); Hongyun Fu, Population Services International (China); Bina Gubhaju, 
National University of Singapore; Charles Hirschman, University of Washington-Seattle; 
Graeme Hugo, University of Adelaide; Terence Hull, Australian National University; 
Gavin Jones, Australian National University and National University of Singapore; Ghazy 
Mujahid, York Centre for Asian Research (Canada) and former UN population policy 
advisor; and Mark J. Vanlandingham, Tulane University
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Modern and Contemporary 
Southeast AsianArt
An Anthology

edited by Nora A. Taylor and Boreth Ly

"The anthology edited by Nora Taylor and 
Boreth Ly emerges at a time when Southeast 
Asian contemporary art is gaining increasing 
visibility on the global art stage.... This vol-
ume serves as a reflective and critical body 
of essays that illuminates ways in which 
these developments may be questioned 
and understood."—Journal of Asian Studies

"In its scope and range of intellectual inter-
ests, this volume is nothing short of path-
breaklng in its approach to contemporary art 
in Southeast Asia, one of the most exdtlng 
fields of inquiry today. Of special interest 
is the broad methodological relevance 
of this volume to readers concerned with 
anthropology, art history, visual culture, 
religious studies, and political sclence. I have 
no doubt that this volume will be a seminal 
touchstone upon which future studies of 
contemporary art in Southeast Asia will be 
based. Provocative in the best sense of the 
word, this collection of essays does much to 
complicate our ever-evolvlng sense of what 

'contemporary art' means."—Professor Joan 
Kee, History of Art, University of Michigan 
at Ann Arbor, coeditor of Contemporaneity 
and Art In Southeast Asia

This anthology explores artistic practices and works from a 
diverse and vibrant region. Scholars, critics, and curators offer 
their perspectives on Southeast Asian art and artists, aiming not 
to define the field but to Illuminate its changing nature and Its 
Interactions with creative endeavors and histories originating 
elsewhere. These essays examine a range of new and modern 
work, from sculptures that Invoke post-conflict trauma In Cam-
bodia to Thai art Installations that Invite audience participation 
and thereby challenge traditional definitions of the "art obJect." 
In this way, the authors not only provide a lively stUdy of regional 
art, but challenge and expand broad debates about international 
and transnational art. 

Boreth Ly is Assistant Professor of Southeast Asian Art Histo-
ry and Visual Culture at the University of California, Santa Cruz. 
He has published articles on the ancient as well as contemporary 
art, photography, and film of Southeast Asia and its diaspora.

$31.95 paperback
280 pages, 6.7 x 10, 51 halftones, color illustrations, b&w 
photographs
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$23.95 paperback 
260 pages, 7 x 10

"Glimpses of Freedom draws on a plurality 
of perspectives and hence styles of writing 
and analysis in order to create what feels like 
a dialogue between the various authors.... 
Some of the authors' frank explanations 
regarding their implications in their topics 
of study... lend their essays the intimate 
perspective of primary witnesses. In addition, 
the relatively short length of the essays, res-
onating with the title of the volume, give the 
reader provocative glimpses of independent 
Southeast Asian filmmaking."—Journal of 
Asian Studies

Since the late 1990s, a vivid new sphere of cinematic practice in 
Southeast Asia has emerged and been identified as independent. 
What exactly does this term mean in relation to the way films 
and videos are made, and the way they look? How do issues of 
festival circulation, piracy, technology, state and institutional 
power, and spectatorship apply to practices of independent 
cinema throughout the diverse region? The authors who speak 
in this volume—contemporary filmmakers, critics, curators, 
festival organizers—answer these questions. They describe and 
analyze the emerging field of Southeast Asian cinema, which 
they know firsthand and have helped create and foster.

Glimpses of Freedom is the outcome of a project collaboratively 
conceived by a new generation of scholars of cinema in South-
east Asia, inspired by the growing domestic and international 
visibility of notable films and videos from the region. Contribu-
tors include internationally esteemed independent filmmakers, 
critics, and curators based in Southeast Asia, such as Hassan 
Abd Muthalib, Alexis A. Tioseco, Chris Chong Chan Fui, and 
John Torres. International scholars such as Benedict Anderson, 
Benjamin McKay, May Adadol Ingawanij, and Gaik Cheng Khoo 
contextualize and theorize Southeast Asia's "independent film 
cultures." The interaction between practitioners and critics in 
this volume illuminates a contemporary artistic field, clarify-
ing its particular character and its vital contributions to cinema 
worldwide. 

Benjamin McKay was a writer, critic, and academic based 
in Kuala Lumpur. He had just completed his PhD research on 
1950s and 1960s Malay cinema when, on July 18, 2010, he died 
of a cardiac arrest. As a lecturer in Film Studies at Monash Uni-
versity Malaysia, he was much loved by his students. As a critic, 
Benjamin wrote a monthly column for the Malaysian magazine 
Off The Edge and was a regular contributor to Kakiseni and the 
Southeast Asian cinema online journal Criticine.

Glimpses of Freedom  
Independent Cinema in Southeast Asia

edited by May Adadol Ingawanij and Benjamin 
Mckay
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This work traces the early rise and subsequent decline of polit-
ically effective student activism in Malaysia. During the 1970s, 
the state embarked on a project of "intellectual containment" 
that both suppressed ongoing mobilization of university stu-
dents and delegitimized further activism. That project has been 
notably successful in curbing student protest, erasing a legacy of 
past engagement, and stemming the production of potentially 
subversive new ideas. Innovative student proposals for reform 
that were once sanctioned and even welcomed (within bounds) 
are now illicit and discouraged, ref lecting not only changes in 
Malaysia's political regime, but changes in the political culture 
overall. This incisive study sheds new light on the dynamics of 
mobilization and on the key role of students and universities in 
postcolonial political development.

This analysis is based on extensive research, including in-
terviews with dozens of past and present student activists and a 
close study of archives, government reports, firsthand accounts, 
and student publications extending over decades. Student Ac-
tivism in Malaysia traces how higher education and student 
activism have developed and interacted, beginning with the 
start of tertiary education in early twentieth-century Singapore 
and extending to present-day Malaysia. In the process, Weiss 
calls into question the conventional wisdom that Malaysian 
students—and Malaysians overall—have become "apathetic." 
The author demonstrates that this apparent state of apathy is 
not inevitable, cultural, or natural, but is the outcome of a sus-
tained project of pacification and depoliticization carried out by 
an ambitiously developmental state. 

Meredith L . Weiss is associate professor of political sci-
ence at the University at Albany, SUNY. She is the author of 
Protest and Possibilities: Civil Society and Coalitions for Po-
litical Change in Malaysia, as well as numerous articles and 
book chapters; and coeditor of Between Protest and Passivity: 
Understanding Student Activism in Asia; Political Violence 
in South and Southeast Asia: Critical Perspectives; and Social 
Movements in Malaysia: From Moral Communities to NGOs. 
Her research focuses on issues of political mobilization and 
change, civil society, human rights, and collective identity in 
Southeast Asia.
 

$23.95 paperback
308 pages, 7 x 10

"Because cohorts of university students come 
and go, their experiences and memories are 
readily lost to history. This loss is especially 
acute when the state seeks to constrain 
student political life, as it has in Malaysia. 
Meredith Weiss's book works against such 
generational amnesia and intellectual 
containment by analyzing the issues and 
struggles that have concerned Malaysia’s 
student activists over the last fifty years. 
She examines the myriad forces that have 
made Malaysian campuses places of both 
political ferment and apathy. This work not 
only reclaims the history of student activism 
in Malaysia, it illuminates how university 
students perform a peculiar and vital social 
function internationally."—Thomas William-
son, Department of Anthropology, St. Olaf 
College

Student Activism in Malaysia 
Crucible, Mirror, Sideshow

Meredith L. Weiss
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$23.95 paperback
280 pages, 7 x 10, 22 b&w photographs, 11 maps, 10 tables, 5 
graphs, 1 chart

"Here is the story of Banharm Silpa-archa, 
the former PM and arch-electocrat of Thai 
politics, told by a scholar whose extensive 
field research and critical sympathy have 
enabled him to capture the complexity of 
Banharn's talents and enduring reign. As 
Nishizaki demonstrates, Banharn's success in 
the province of Suphanburi (a.k.a. Banharn-
buri) was not built on a sleazy mix of guns, 
goons, and gold, but constructed through 
careful cultivation of a proud provincial 
identity and the targeted reallocation of 
state resources. This study by a political 
anthropologist attuned to the voices of 
Banharn's rural constituents challenges all 
facile put-downs of Thai provincial voters as 
duped country bumpkins and charts a new 
direction for Thai political analysis."—Kasian 
Tejapira, Thammasat University, author of 
Commodifying Marxism: The Formation of 
Modern Thai Radical Culture, 1927–1958

The powerful Thai politician Banharn Silpa-archa has been 
disparaged as a corrupt operator who for years channeled 
excessive state funds into developing his own rural province. 
This book reinterprets Banharm's career and offers a detailed 
portrait of the voters who support him. Relying on extensive 
interviews, the author shows how Banharm's constituents have 
developed a strong provincial identity based on their pride in his 
advancement of their province, Suphanburi, which many now 
call "Banharm-buri," the place of Banharm. Yoshinori Nishi-
zaki's analysis challenges simplistic perceptions of rural Thai 
voters and raises vital questions about contemporary democracy 
in Thailand.

Yoshinori Nishizaki's close and thorough examination of 
the numerous public construction projects sponsored and even 
personally funded by Banharn clearly illustrates this politician’s 
canny abilities and tireless, meticulous oversight of his domain. 
Banharn’s constituents are aware that Suphanburi was long 
considered a "backward" province by other Thais—notably the 
Bangkok elite. Suphanburians hold the neglectful central gov-
ernment responsible for their province’s former sorry condition 
and humiliating reputation. Banharn has successfully identified 
himself as the antithesis to the inefficient central state by pro-
moting rapid "development" and advertising his own role in 
that development through well-publicized donations, public cer-
emonies, and visits to the sites of new buildings and highways.

Much standard literature on rural politics and society in 
Thailand and other democratizing countries in Southeast Asia 
would categorize this politician as a typical "strongman," the 
boss of a semiviolent patronage network that squeezes votes 
out of the people. That standard analysis would utterly fail to 
recognize and understand the grassroots realities of Suphanburi 
that Nishizaki has captured in his study. This compassionate, 
well-grounded analysis challenges simplistic perceptions of 
rural Thai voters and raises vital questions about contemporary 
democracy in Thailand.

Political Authority and Provincial 
Identity in Thailand 
The Making of Banharn-buri

Yoshinori Nishizaki
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$23.95 paperback
224 pages, 7 x 10

"Vietnam and the West is a smart, ambitious... 
collection.... [that] manages to unearth nu-
anced historical nuggets complicating the 
internal/external binaries and domestic/
foreign relationship perceptions of nearly 
all previous Vietnamese historical scholar-
ship."—South East Asian Research

"The rich interdisciplinary essays that make 
up this important volume fundamentally re-
think the place of 'the West' as an imagined 
and real presence in the Vietnamese past 
and present. Their expansive chronological 
and topical range—from sixteenth-century 
Vietnamese Catholic literati to contempo-
rary victims of Agent Orange—reveals the 
complex processes through which myriad 
translocal vernaculars have emerged in 
Vietnam over the last five hundred years. 
A splendid achievement."—Mark Philip 
Bradley, University of Chicago, author of 
Vietnam at War

This sound interpretation of Vietnamese cultural attitudes 
contends that a major reason for American difficulties in Vi-
et-Nam has been the failure to appreciate how wide the gulf is 
between Viet-Nam and the West. Professor Smith first describes 
Vietnamese political and social traditions and shows how they 
were challenged by the West after 1858. He examines Viet-Nam's 
search for independence and modernization in the first half of 
this century, contrasts the two governments of the partitioned 
country during the years 1954-1963, and stresses the critical 
need to reassess attitudes toward Viet-Nam. His sophisticated, 
ambitious survey of Viet-Nam history will have a lasting value 
that sets it apart from the scores of ephemeral books on this 
country. 

Ralph Smith is Lecturer in the History of South East Asia 
in the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of 
London.

Vietnam and the West  
edited by Wynn Wilcox
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The Cold War in Southeast Asia was a many-faceted conf lict, 
driven by regional historical imperatives as much as by the 
contest between global superpowers. The essays in this book 
offer the most detailed and probing examination to date of the 
cultural dimension of the Cold War in Southeast Asia. South-
east Asian culture from the late 1940s to the late 1970s was 
primarily shaped by a long-standing search for national identity 
and independence, which took place in the context of intense 
rivalry between the United States and the Soviet Union, with 
the Peoples' Republic of China emerging in 1949 as another 
major international competitor for inf luence in Southeast Asia. 
Based on fieldwork in Burma, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, the 
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam, the essays in 
this collection analyze the ways in which art, literature, film, 
theater, spectacle, physical culture, and the popular press 
represented Southeast Asian responses to the Cold War and 
commemorated that era's violent conf licts long after tensions 
had subsided. Southeast Asian cultural reactions to the Cold 
War involved various solutions to the dilemmas of the newly 
independent nation-states of the region. What is common to all 
of the perspectives and works examined in this book is that they 
expressed social and aesthetic concerns that both antedated and 
outlasted the Cold War, ones that never became simply aligned 
with the ideologies of either bloc.

Tony Day is a Visiting Professor of History at Wesleyan Uni-
versity. Previously, he taught Southeast Asian and Performance 
Studies at the University of Sydney, Australia, and was a Fellow 
of the National Humanities Center, Research Triangle Park, 
North Carolina. Maya H. T. Liem co-headied, with contribu-
tor Jennifer Lindsay, an international research project on Indo-
nesian cultural history from 1950–65, and is co-editor of that 
project’s volume of essays. 

$25.95 paperback
304 pages, 6 x 9

"Cultures at War balances the study of popu-
lar and high culture with the larger historical 
contexts with thoroughness and clarity. The 
contributors examine the interplay of Cold 
War ideological conflicts with aspirations for 
non-alignment, structural bipolarity with in-
dividual pluralism, and post-colonial legacies 
with nationalist aspirations as manifested 
in various forms of art, literature, theatre, 
film and other forms of culture in Southeast 
Asia.... The volume will be a touchstone work 
for future research on the cultural dimen-
sions of the Cold War in Southeast Asia. It 
is an important and stimulating contribution 
to the scholarship on Cold War histories and 
Southeast Asian Studies."—Pacific Affairs

"This book has made a significant contribu-
tion and must be taken seriously by anybody 
who wants to [understand how much the 
Cold War has shaped the region politically 
and culturally]."—Bijdragen

Cultures at War 
The Cold War and Cultural Expression in 
Southeast Asia

edited by Tony Day and Maya H. T. Liem
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State of Authority
State in Society in Indonesia

edited by Gerry Van Klinken and Joshua Barker

$23.95 paperback
232 pages, 7 x 10, photos, maps, illustrations

A major realignment is taking place in the way we understand 
the state in Indonesia. New studies on local politics, ethnicity, 
the democratic transition, corruption, Islam, popular culture, 
and other areas hint at novel concepts of the state, though often 
without fully articulating them. This book captures several 
dimensions of this shift. One reason for the new thinking is a 
fresh wind that has altered state studies generally. People are 
posing new kinds of questions about the state and developing 
new methodologies to answer them. Another reason for this 
shift is that Indonesia itself has changed, probably more than 
most people recognize. It looks more democratic, but also 
more chaotic and corrupt, than it did during the militaristic 
New Order of 1966–1998. State of Authority offers a range of 
detailed case studies based on fieldwork in many different set-
tings around the archipelago. The studies bring to life figures 
of authority who have sought to carve out positions of power 
for themselves using legal and illegal means. These figures 
include village heads, informal slum leaders, district heads, 
parliamentarians, and others. These individuals negotiate in 
settings where the state is evident and where it is discussed: 
coffee houses, hotel lounges, fishing waters, and street-side 
stalls. These case studies, and the broader trend in scholarship 
of which they are a part, allow for a new theorization of the state 
in Indonesia that more adequately addresses the complexity of 
political life in this vast archipelago nation. State of Authority 
demonstrates that the state of Indonesia is not monolithic, but 
is constituted from the ground up by a host of local negotiations 
and symbolic practices.
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Phan Chau Trinh and His Political 
Writings
Phan Chau Trinh

edited by Vinh Sinh

 

$20.95 paperback
152 pages, 7 x 10, 4 illustrations

Phan Chau Trinh (1872-1926) was the earliest proponent of de-
mocracy and popular rights in Vietnam. Throughout his life, he 
favored a moderate approach to political change and advised the 
country's leaders to seek gradual progress for Vietnam within 
the French colonial system. Unlike many of his contemporar-
ies, he did not favor anti-French military alliances or insurgent 
military resistance, arguing that "to depend on foreign help is 
foolish and to resort to violence is self-destructive." As a result of 
his exposure to Chinese reformist literature, Phan Chau Trinh 
assigned top priority to promoting democracy and human rights 
and to improving Vietnamese people's lives. He believed that 
true independence could only be achieved by changing the 
Vietnamese political culture, and he articulated penetrating 
criticism of the corruption and superficiality of Vietnam's 
officials. His emphasis on changing the fundamental values 
governing the ruling class's behavior, as well as his skepticism 
regarding anticolonial resistance, set Phan Chau Trinh apart 
from his contemporaries and mark him as a true revolutionary. 
Vinh Sinh's masterly introduction to Phan Chau Trinh's essays 
illuminate both this turbulent era and the courageous intelli-
gence of the author.
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Dependent Communities
Aid and Politics in Cambodia and East Timor

Caroline Hughes

$23.95 paperback
275 pages, 7 x 10

Dependent Communities investigates the political situations in 
contemporary Cambodia and East Timor, where powerful in-
ternational donors intervened following deadly civil conf licts. 
This comparative analysis critiques international policies that 
focus on rebuilding state institutions to accommodate the global 
market. In addition, it explores the dilemmas of politicians in 
Cambodia and East Timor who struggle to satisfy both wealthy 
foreign benefactors and constituents at home-groups whose 
interests frequently conf lict. Hughes argues that the policies 
of Western aid organizations tend to stif le active political 
engagement by the citizens of countries that have been torn 
apart by war. The neoliberal ideology promulgated by United 
Nations administrations and other international NGOs advo-
cates state sovereignty, but in fact "sovereignty" is too f limsy 
a foundation for effective modern democratic politics. The 
result is an oppressive peace that tends to rob survivors and 
former resistance fighters of their agency and aspirations for 
genuine postwar independence. In her study of these two cases, 
Hughes demonstrates that the clientelist strategies of Hun Sen, 
Cambodia's postwar leader, have created a shadow network of 
elites and their followers that has been comparatively effective 
in serving the country's villages, even though so often coercive 
and corrupt. East Timor's postwar leaders, on the other hand, 
have alienated voters by attempting to follow the guidelines of 
the donors closely and ignoring the immediate needs and voices 
of the people. Dependent Communities offers a searing analysis of 
contemporary international aid strategies based on the author's 
years of fieldwork in Cambodia and East Timor.
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A Man Like Him 
Portrait of the Burmese Journalist, Journal 
Kyaw U Chit Maung

Journal Kyaw Ma Ma Lay,

translated by Ma Thanegi

$23.95 paperback
205 pages, 7 x 10, 4 illustrations

The story of eight years in the brief life of Journal Kyaw U Chit 
Maung, a courageous Burmese journalist and editor. His po-
litical analyses helped guide the nation during a turbulent era 
marked by internal struggles to establish a democracy indepen-
dent of Britain in the late 1930s and the Japanese Occupation of 
the 1940s. The memoir is written by U Chit Maung's wife, Jour-
nal Kyaw Ma Ma Lay, a resilient woman whose deep admiration 
and love for her uncompromising husband are captured here.
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At the Edge of the Forest
Essays on Cambodia, History, and Narrative in 
Honor of David Chandler

edited by Anne Ruth Hansen and Judy 
Ledgerwood

$23.95 paperback
251 pages, 7 x 10

Inspired by David Chandler's groundbreaking work on Cambo-
dian attempts to find order in the aftermath of turmoil, these 
essays explore Cambodian history using a rich variety of sourc-
es that cast light on Khmer perceptions of violence, wildness, 
and order, examining the "forest" and cultured space, and the 
fraught "edge" where they meet.
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Early Southeast Asia
Selected Essays

O. W. Wolters

edited by Craig J. Reynolds

 

 

$23.95 paperback 
236 pages, 7 x 10

A collection of the classic essays of O. W. Wolters, ref lecting his 
radiant and meticulous lifelong study of premodern Southeast 
Asia, its literature, trade, government, and vanished cities. In-
cluded is an intellectual biography by the editor, which covers 
Wolters's professional lives as a member of the Malayan Civil 
Service and, later, as a scholar. This volume displays the ex-
traordinary range of Oliver Wolters's work in early Indonesian, 
Vietnamese, Cambodian, and Thai history.
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important because it negotiated the difference of the southern Muslim pop-
ulation. The key message of the lesson was that both Muslim and Buddhist 
traditions were principally good religions that eventually met on a common 
path of good morals. That is, this lesson strived to produce Mus-
liM subjects as commensurably different, a commensurability that would 
enable them to be incorporated into the imperial formation. Crucially, the 
normative yardstick used to measure moral goodness was again based on 
Buddhist principles. In contrast to the projected universality of the exercise 
on the new path, the narrative of the second poster starts with asserting the 
particularity and difference of Buddhist and Muslim traditions. On the bottom 
of the poster, the different countries of origin, languages, and main scriptural 
sources of buddhisM and islaM are described. Buddhism emerges 
in India and Islam in Saudi Arabia; Pali and Thai are designated as belonging 
to Buddhism in contrast to the Arabic and Yawi, which are connected to Is-
lam; and the Buddhist canon is distinguished from the Quran.41 These two 
paths eventually intersect, however, in terMs of their coMMon Mor-
al principles, described in buddhist terMs on the poster as dharma. 
The staff handbook had instructors explain that there was only one direct path 
to goodness, and that this path was common to both Buddhist and Muslim 
traditions. When asked about the exercise, the camp director further clarified 
that it was important to teach “them” (Muslim participants) that “they are all 
part of our nation, they are all Thai” and that “they are not different.”42 Thus 
instructors encouraged participants to draw the national flag under the com-
mon path of morality, and explained that misunderstandings between dif-
ferent coMMunities of thailand were wrong and unnecessary. 
At the same time, however, the two paths at the bottom of the poster depict 
the underlying assertion of difference that constitutes the imperial formation. 
By attempting to overcome this difference, the poster reinscribes religion as 
the core distinction between Muslim and Buddhist subjects. Moreover, the 
collapsing of this difference into one common path echoes ideas of the secu-
lar universality of the state—with one decisive alteration. As noted above, the 
common path here is openly configured in Buddhist terminology as dharma. 
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Thailand 
The Politics of Despotic Paternalism

Thak Chaloemtiarana

$23.95 paperback 
284 pages, 7 x 10, 46 photographs, 17 tables, 1 map, 1 diagram

"This book was written more than thirty years 
ago and has recently been reissued—In some 
ways this book is more relevant in the light 
of recent events."—Asian Affairs

In 1958, Marshal Sarit Thanarat became prime minister of 
Thailand following a bloodless coup. This book offers a com-
prehensive study of Sarit's paternalistic, militaristic regime, 
which laid the foundations for Thailand's support of the US 
military campaign in Southeast Asia. The analysis documents 
the ways in which Sarit shaped modern Thai politics, in part by 
rationalizing a symbiotic relationship between his own office 
and the Thai monarchy. 

Thak Chaloemtiarana is retired from the Department of 
Asian Studies, and as Director of the Southeast Asia Program 
in 2010. He retains appointments in the Graduate School in 
the fields of Asian literature, religion and culture, and Asian 
Studies. He continues to serve on graduate student commit-
tees and teaches the Thailand country seminar with Professor 
Tamara Loos.
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$23.95 paperback
274 pages, 7 x 10, 1 map, 15 photographs, 1 diagram

Laskar Jihad
Islam, Militancy, and the Quest for Identity in 
Post-New Order Indonesia

Noorhaidi Hasan

An in-depth study of the militant Islamic Laskar Jihad move-
ment and its links to international Muslim networks and ideo-
logical debates. This analysis is grounded in extensive research 
and interviews with Salafi leaders and activists who supported 
jihad throughout the Moluccas.
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The essays in this volume examine the resurgence of the Mother 
Goddess religion among contemporary Vietnamese following 
the economic "Renovation" period in Vietnam. Anthropologists 
explore the forces that compel individuals to become mediums 
and the social repercussions of their decisions and interactions.

$20.95 paperback
192 pages, 7 x 10

Possessed by the Spirits 
Mediumship in Contemporary Vietnamese 
Communities 

edited by Karen Fjelstad and Nguyen Thi Hien
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This work by Vu Trong Phung, written in the 1930s, reports 
and expands on the author's meetings with North Vietnamese 
women who had made an "industry" of marrying European men. 
The Industry of Marrying Europeans is notable for its sharp obser-
vations, pointed humor, and unconventional mix of nonfictional 
and fictional narration, as well as its attention to voice: Vu Trong 
Phung records the French-Vietnamese pidgin dialect spoken 
by these couples. This prolific writer died at age twenty-seven, 
leaving behind one of the most impressive bodies of work in 
modern Vietnamese literature.

$13.95 paperback
74 pages, 7 x 10

The Industry of Marrying 
Europeans 
Vu Trong Phung

translated by Thuy Tranviet
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Spirited Politics
Religion and Public Life in Contemporary 
Southeast Asia

edited by Andrew C. Willford and Kenneth M. 
George

$23.95 paperback 
210 pages, 7 x 10, 11 photographs

The essays in Spirited Politics throw light on predicaments that 
spring from the intersection of religion, ethnicity, and national-
ism in contemporary Southeast Asian public life. Covering ma-
terial from Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and the Philippines, 
the contributors explore the calamities and ironies of Southeast 
Asian identity politics, examining the ways in which religion and 
politics are made to serve each other.
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CORNELL MODERN INDONESIA PROJECT

$23.95  paperback 
192 pages, 7 x 10

Beyond Oligarchy
Wealth, Power, and Contemporary Indonesian 
Politics

edited by Michele Ford and Thomas B. Pepinsky

Beyond Oligarchy is a collection of essays by leading scholars of 
contemporary Indonesian politics and society, each addressing 
effects of material inequality on political power and contestation 
in democratic Indonesia. The contributors assess how critical 
concepts in the study of politics—oligarchy, inequality, power, 
democracy, and others—can be used to characterize the Indone-
sian case, and in turn, how the Indonesian experience informs 
conceptual and analytical debates in political science and related 
disciplines. In bringing together experts from around the world 
to engage with these themes, Beyond Oligarchy reclaims a tradi-
tion of focused intellectual debate across scholarly communities 
in Indonesian studies.

The collapse of Indonesia's New Order has proven a critical 
juncture in Indonesian political studies, launching new analyses 
about the drivers of regime change and the character of Indo-
nesian democracy. It has also prompted a new groundswell of 
theoretical reflection among Indonesianists on concepts such 
as representation, competition, power, and inequality. As such, 
the onset of Indonesia’s second democratic period represents 
more than just new point of departure for comparative analyses 
of Indonesia as a democratizing state; it has also served as a 
catalyst for theoretical and conceptual development.

Michele Ford is Professor of Southeast Asian Studies and 
Director of the Sydney Southeast Asia Centre at the University 
of Sydney, where she holds an Australian Research Council 
Future Fellowship. She is the author of Workers and Intellectuals. 
Thomas B. Pepinsky is Associate Professor of Government at 
Cornell University and Associate Director of the Cornell Modern 
Indonesia Project. He is the author of Economic Crises and the 
Breakdown of Authoritarian Regimes.

"A brilliant and very useful collection in which 
advocates of the major theses in Australian 
and American scholarship on Indonesian 
democratization both present and reflect 
on their focus on oligarchic versus liberal and 
plural tendencies. A must-read also in wider 
circles and for those who try alternative 
perspectives."—Olle Tornquist, University 
of Oslo

"At long last, leading experts on Indonesian 
politics are arguing with each other again. 
At the heart of this new debate is the im-
portance of material inequality and extreme 
wealth concentration in shaping the charac-
ter of Indonesian politics. Beyond Oligarchy 
collects a series of first-rate essays that both 
express the power and explore the limita-
tions of analyses that portray the fusion of 
wealth and domination as the defining defi-
ciency of Indonesian democracy. In so doing, 
volume coeditors Michele Ford and Thomas 
Pepinsky boldly break down conventional 
barriers to scholarly conversations about the 
most pressing issues and developments in 
Indonesian political life. Beyond Oligarchy 
definitively sets a new tone—and arguably 
sets a new standard—for the study of Indo-
nesian politics after Suharto."—Dan Slater, 
University of Chicago, author of Ordering 
Power: Contentious Politics and Authoritarian 
Leviathans in Southeast Asia
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CORNELL MODERN INDONESIA PROJEC T

$33.95 paperback
398 pages, 7 x 10

The 26 scholars contributing to this volume have helped shape 
the field of Indonesian studies over the last three decades. They 
represent a broad geographic background—Indonesia, the 
Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Australia, the United States, 
Canada—and have studied in a wide array of key disciplines—
anthropology, history, linguistics and literature, government 
and politics, art history, and ethnomusicology. Together they 
ref lect on the "arc of our field," the development of Indonesian 
studies over recent tumultuous decades. They consider what 
has been achieved and what still needs to be accomplished as 
they interpret the groundbreaking works of their predecessors 
and colleagues.

This volume is the product of a lively conference sponsored 
by Cornell University, with contributions revised following those 
interactions. Not everyone sees the development of Indonesian 
studies in the same way. Yet one senses—and this collection con-
firms—that disagreements among its practitioners have fostered 
a vibrant, resilient intellectual community. Contributors discuss 
photography and the creation of identity, the power of ethnic pop 
music, cross-border inf luences on Indonesian contemporary art, 
violence in the margins, and the shadows inherent in Indone-
sian literature. These various perspectives illuminate a diverse 
nation in f lux and provide direction for its future exploration. 

Eric Tagliacozzo is the editor of Producing Indonesia.

Producing Indonesia
The State of the Field of Indonesian Studies 

edited by Eric Tagliacozzo
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$20.95 paperback 
480 pages, 7 x 10

Indonesian Readings
John U. Wolff

Includes an Indonesian-English glossary (over 3,700 words), as 
well as a description of the Indonesian use of the Arabic alphabet.

John U. Wolff is Professor Emeritus of Linguistics at Cornell 
University.
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$20.95 paperback 
287 pages, 7 x 10

Indonesian Conversations
John U. Wolff

Includes an Indonesian-English glossary (over 1,000 words) and 
translations of the conversations to English. To order accompa-
nying audiocassette tapes for this book, contact the Language 
Resource Center at Cornell University (http://lrc.cornell.edu).

John U. Wolff is Professor Emeritus of Linguistics at Cornell 
University.
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$20.95 paperback 
388 pages, 7 x 10

Formal Indonesian
Second Revised Edition

John U. Wolff

Includes an Indonesian-English glossary (nearly 2,000 words).

John U. Wolff is Professor Emeritus of Linguistics at Cornell 
University.
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to read; fourthly, a cheap price.” Across the Bay of Bengal, an 1832 Marathi 
textbook insisted that “this age is unrivalled (uttam) in its ability to enable 
the spread of knowledge through these means.”7 Asia’s first modern news-
papers—that is, newspapers that were printed, dated, appeared 
regularly, and contained a variety of news items—were relatively unpopular 
government gazettes, educative missionary mouthpieces, and commercial 
news sheets intended for mercantile elites. This changed gradually over the 
course of the nineteenth century, as the newspapers, their contents, and the 
people involved in their production became more professional. 
The Malay press took shape at the crossroads of intra-Asian connections and 
technological advancements. From the late nineteenth century, when the first 
Chinese-owned printing houses (kantor tjitak) became operational, we can 
also speak of a Sino-Malay press. Its entrepreneurialism lay in its diversity. 
Many of its protagonists were simultaneously engaged in journalism, trans-
lation, newspaper editing, fiction writing, and the printing and publication of 
books. Their popularity depended in part on the serialized fiction they pub-
lished, which could be translations, reworkings, or original creations. As men-
tioned previously, sino-malay genres were intimately connected. 
Most authors wrote for newspapers to supplement their meager earnings. 
At the same time, many journalists generated extra income by publishing 
sensationalized books of the juiciest news items they had reported on. These 
so-called tjerita jang betoel soedah terdjadi (stories that really happened) 
blurred the lines between fiction and nonfiction. It was not uncommon for 
such accounts to also appear in poetry form.8 Some of the most successful Si-
no-Malay novels revolved around murders, robberies, adultery, 
violence, prostitution, and other forms of crime and vice. Such semifiction 
stood at the ideological opposite of the edifying literature promoted by the 
Balai Poestaka and other government-sponsored institutions. In opposition 
to governmental and missionary readings, print entrepreneurs fully embraced 
society’s popular and often vulgar tastes.9 as a result, the sino-malay 
print culture enjoyed a broad appeal across the public realm. Tales from 
China had already been made digestible to the urban masses by itinerant 
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$20.95 paperback 
362 pages, 7 x 10

Pilipino through Self-Instruction
Revised Edition

John U. Wolff, Maria Theresa C. Centeno and 
Der-Hwa V. Rau

This is the third volume in the four-volume series designed 
either for self-instruction or classroom use. Includes vocabulary, 
basic sentences, pattern practices, commentary, and exercises. 
To order accompanying audiocassette tapes for this book, contact 
the Language Resource Center at Cornell University (http://lrc.
cornell.edu).

John U. Wolff is Professor Emeritus of Linguistics at Cornell 
University.
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$18.95 paperback 
247 pages, 7 x 10

A.U.A. Language Center Thai 
Course
Book 1

John U. Wolff

The set includes extensive grammar, dialogues, and con-
versations, as well as tone distinction, manipulation, and 
identification.

John U. Wolff is Professor Emeritus of Linguistics at Cornell 
University.

Bestseller
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$18.95 paperback 
290 pages, 7 x 10

A.U.A. Language Center Thai 
Course
Book 2

John U. Wolff

The set includes extensive grammar, dialogues, and con-
versations, as well as tone distinction, manipulation, and 
identification.

John U. Wolff is Professor Emeritus of Linguistics at Cornell 
University.

Bestseller
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$18.95 paperback 
250 pages, 7 x 10

A.U.A. Language Center Thai 
Course
Book 3

John U. Wolff

The set includes extensive grammar, dialogues, and con-
versations, as well as tone distinction, manipulation, and 
identification.

John U. Wolff is Professor Emeritus of Linguistics at Cornell 
University.

Bestseller
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$23.95 paperback 
365 pages, 7 x 10

Cambodian System of Writing and 
Beginning Reader
Franklin E. Huffman

Originally published by Yale University Press, 1970. 

Franklin E. Huffman taught Thai, Cambodian, Vietnamese 
and Southeast Asian linguistics as a professor of linguistics 
and Asian studies at Yale University (1967-72) and Cornell 
University (1972-85).
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$23.95 paperback 
451 pages, 7 x 10

Modern Spoken Cambodian
Franklin E. Huffman, Charan Promchan and 
Chhom-Rak Thong Lambert

Originally published by Yale University Press, 1970. To order ac-
companying CDs for this book, contact the Language Resource 
Center at Cornell University (http://lrc.cornell.edu).
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$23.95 paperback 
499 pages, 7 x 10

Intermediate Cambodian Reader
edited by Franklin E. Huffman and Im Proum

Originally published by Yale University Press, 1972. To order 
accompanying audiocassette tapes for this book, contact the 
Language Resource Center at Cornell University (http://lrc.
cornell.edu).
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$23.95 paperback 
494 pages, 7 x 10

Cambodian Literary Reader and 
Glossary
edited by Franklin E. Huffman and Im Proum

Cambodian-English Glossary contains over 8,800 words. Orig-
inally published by Yale University Press, 1977. Reissued with 
permission by Cornell Southeast Asia Program, 1988.

This is the third in a series of Cambodian readers prepared 
by Franklin Huffman and Im Proum, following their Cambodi-
an System of Writing and Beginning Reader and Intermediate Cam-
bodian Reader. The reader contains thirty-two selections from 
some of the most important and best-known works of Cambo-
dian literature in a variety of genres—historical prose, folktales, 
epic poetry, didactic verse, religious literature, the modern novel, 
poems and songs, and so forth. The introduction is a general 
survey in English of Cambodian literature, and each section has 
an introduction in Cambodian. For pedagogical reasons, the 
selections are presented roughly in reverse chronological order, 
from modern prose to the very esoteric and somewhat archaic 
verse of the Ream-Kie (the Cambodian version of the Ramayana). 
The reader concludes with a bibliography of some sixty items 
on Cambodian literature.

The glossary combines the 4,000 or so items introduced in 
this reader with the more than 6,000 introduced in the previous 
two readers, making it the largest Cambodian-English glossary 
compiled to date. The definitions are more general and complete 
than one usually finds in a simple reader glossary, in which 
definitions are normally context-specific. Because the glossary 
is so useful in itself, it is being made available separately as well 
as bound with the reader.
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$23.95 paperback 
523 pages

White Hmong-English Dictionary
Ernest E. Heimbach

Contains over 4,900 definitions. Includes a guide to pronun-
ciation, stresses, and tone changes as well as useful phrases 
and proverbs.
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$18.95 paperback 
401 pages, 6 x 9

Intermediate Spoken Vietnamese
Tran Trong Hai and Franklin E. Huffman
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$32.95 paperback 
586 pages, 8.2 x 11

Proto-Austronesian Phonology with 
Glossary
John U. Wolff

foreword by Laurent Sagart

This work, divided into two volumes, is the study of the history 
of words in the Austronesian (An) languages—their origin 
in Proto-Austronesian (PAn) or at later stages and how they 
developed into the forms that are attested in the current An 
languages. A study of their history entails the reconstruction 
of the sound system (phonology) of PAn and an exposition of 
the sound laws (rules) whereby the original sounds changed 
into those attested in the current An languages. The primary 
aim of this work is to examine exhaustively the forms that can 
be reconstructed for PAn and also for the earliest stage after 
the An languages began to spread southward from Taiwan. For 
the later stages—that is, forms that can be traced no further 
back than to the proto-languages of late subgroups, we do not 
attempt to be exhaustive but confine ourselves to only some 
of the forms that are traceable to those times, treating those 
that figure prominently in the literature on historical An lin-
guistics or those that have special characteristics important for 
understanding in general how forms arose and the processes 
that led to change. In short, the aim of this study is not just to 
reconstruct protomorphemes and order the ref lexes according to 
the entries they fit under, but rather to account for the history of 
each fom1 that is attested and explain what happened historically 
to yield the attestations. 

John U. Wolff is Professor Emeritus of Linguistics at Cornell 
University.

"We have before us a study of unprecedented 
proportions. Presentation of Wolff's Pro-
to-Austronesian phonology is continued 
by thirty-seven chapters detailing the 
evolution of the system—regularities and 
irregularities—into as many languages 
(Dempwolff's eleven, plus twenty-six 'new' 
languages, including nearly all the Aus-
tronesian languages currently spoken in 
Taiwan; several known to him from personal 
fieldwork); this is followed by a Glossary of 
c. 2000 reconstructed etyma (about half of 
thema ssigned to a level above Malayo-Poly-
nesian), with full supporting evidence, notes 
and cross-references to relevant sections in 
the Proto-Austronesian phonology chapter. 
The book ends with all the indexes, registers, 
and finder lists the most exacting reader 
could wish for."—Laurent Sagrat, Centre 
Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique
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